MEMORANDUM
DATE:

MARCH 8,201 1

TO:

THE HONORABLE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

JAMES K. HARTMANN, CITY MANAGER

SUBJECT:

PROPOSED REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX RATES
ORDINANCES AND PROPOSED EFFECTIVE TAX RATE INCREASE FOR
CALENDAR YEAR 201 1 (FISCAL YEAR 2012)

a'

ISSUE: What real property (residential and commercial) and personal property tax rates should
be adopted.
RECOMMENDATION: That City Council:
(1)

Introduce the ordinance and pass it on first reading after establishing the tax rates to be
advertised for residential and commercial real property and personal property; and

(2)

Schedule the ordinance for public hearing on Saturday, April 16, and second reading and
final passage on Monday, May 2.

The maximum rates authorized by City Council in the attached ordinance reflect:
1. A base real estate tax rate on residential, commercial and industrial property for
calendar year 20 11 of $
per one hundred dollars of assessed valuation;
2. An add-on real estate tax rate on non-residential commercial and industrial property
per one
for calendar year 20 11 to be dedicated for transportation purposes of $
hundred dollars of valuation;
4. Assumed in this proposed amount is the continued dedication of 0.3% of real estate tax
revenues for the Open Space Trust Fund Account to pay debt service costs on prior year
borrowing for open space properties, the continued dedication of 0.6 cents for affordable
housing, and the continued dedication of 0.5 cents for a stormwater infrastructure trust fund
account;
5. A personal property tax rate on vehicles and business tangible property for calendar
year 201 1 of $4.75 per one hundred dollars of valuation; and

6. Tax rates on other classes of personal property are not proposed to change for calendar year
201 1.

DISCUSSION: Under the requirements of The Code of Virginia ("The Code"), the City Council
annually must establish real property and personal property tax rates for each calendar year. The
Code also establishes certain advertising and public hearing requirements prior to the adoption of
these property tax rates. One of these Code requirements is that the rates that Council chooses to
advertise are the highest rates that Council can consider adopting when they vote on the budget
and set tax rates on May 2.
It should be noted, as discussed below, that the State Code requires a separate public hearing (i.e.,
separate from the budget hearing on March 7) on the real property tax rate if the rates levied for
the year in which the proposed tax rate applies would increase by more than one percent (after the
value of new construction has been deducted). An increase of more than one percent is termed by
statute an "effective tax rate increase." This would be the case in CY 201 1 as taxes levied at a
$0.978 rate would increase 2.9 1 percent for all classes of real property (after the value of new
construction has been deducted). Also, State law requires, in the circumstance of an increase in
taxes levied in excess of 1%, to maintain or increase the current real property tax rate, that a
special "notice of proposed real property tax increase" in a specific format and language be
placed in a local newspaper of general circulation. We plan that the separate hearing on the
"effective real property tax increase" be held on April 16, with the special notice of the hearing
date, as required specifically by State statute, printed in two newspapers prior to that hearing.
The advertisements will be placed in the Alexandria Times and the Washington Examiner on
March 17, 30 days prior to the public hearing.
I propose that City Council act on Saturday, March 12, to establish the maximum real estate tax
and personal property tax rates which will be advertised in advance of the April 16 public hearing
on the tax ordinances to be considered, including any special commercial real estate tax for
transportation purposes.
The following is the planned schedule for calendar year 201 1 (FY 2012):
Date:
-

March 7
March 12

April 16
April 16
May 2

Topic:
Budget Public Hearing
Council sets maximum real estate tax rates and personal property
tax rate to be advertised
Public hearing on the real and personal property tax rates and property
tax related ordinance
Public hearing on effective tax rate increase
Final adoption of the budget and related tax ordinances

The FY 2012 proposed operating budget reflects no increase in the residential real property
tax rate of $0.978 per $100. Each 16 increase or decrease in this rate would change revenue
estimates by $1.59 million in FY 201 1 and $3.26 million in FY 2012 (totals $4.85 million
per 16). The proposed budget offered a proposal to fund transportation projects in the
Capital Improvement Program with a $0.125 Transportation Add-On Tax rate for non-

residential commercial and industrial properties. The optional increase to the commercial
and industrial tax rate of 12.5 cents for transportation purposes would raise an additional
$18.2 million in FY 2012, including $6.0 million from the June 201 1 real property tax
payment. A separate ordinance is being introduced to set the planned $0.20 real estate tax
rate, in addition to the regular property tax rate to help finance a planned Metrorail Station,
for properties located in the Tier I Special Services District in Potomac Yard.
The proposed budget and the proposed ordinance assume the continuation of the dedication of
0.6 cents of the base real estate tax rate for affordable housing and 0.3 percent of the real estate
tax revenues for open space (exclusive of any add-on tax for transportation purposes on
commercial properties). In addition, the proposed budget assumes the continuation of the
dedication of 0.5 cents for the Stormwater Management Infrastructure Trust Fund.
As part of the transportation funding initiatives which the General Assembly approved
(HB3202) during its 2007 session, local governments in Northern Virginia were each given the
option of a commercial real estate tax to be used for transportation purposes. Under the
commercial real estate tax option, localities were authorized to adopt a differential real estate
tax rate on non-residential commercial and industrial property in the City of no more than 25
cents per $100 of value (apartments and all other residential property in the City would be
excluded from this new tax). Non-residential commercial property includes office, retail, hotel,
general commercial, industrial and p b l i c utility real property. During the 2009 session, the
rate was capped at 12.5 cents. This rate will lapse in 2013 unless extended by the General
Assembly, and the maximum will return to 25 cents. If the 12.5 cent increase in the commercial
tax rate were adopted, the tax rate would be similar to the commercial tax rates in surrounding
jurisdictions. Arlington County's add-on tax for commercial property is $0.125 and Fairfax
County's add on rate is $0.1 1. Each increase of one cent of the commercial real estate add-on
tax, if enacted, would generate $0.5 million in FY 201 1 and $1.0 million in FY 2012.
The FY 20 11 Proposed Operating budget reflects no change per $100 of assessed value to the
current various personal property tax rates:
$4.75 for tangible personal property;
$3.55 for vehicles with specially designed equipment for use by the physically disabled;
$4.50 for machinery and tools used in machinery and manufacturing business, and certain
vehicles for hire; and
$ .O1 for privately-owned pleasure boats and watercraft that are used for recreational
purposes only.

FISCAL IMPACT: The proposed tax of $0.978 in the base real estate tax on each $100 of
assessed value is expected to generate $307.0 million in FY 201 1 and $31 5.2 million in FY 2012.
Each 1# increase or decrease in this rate would change revenue estimates by $1.59 million in
FY 201 1 and $3.26 million in FY 2012 (totals $4.85 million per l#).
Since 2004 the City has dedicated a portion of real estate tax revenues to the acquisition and
development of open space. The dedicated tax rate for open space started as $0.01 of the real
estate tax rate, and then in 2007 was changed to one percent of real estate tax revenues. In 2009,

the Open Space dedication was reduced to 0.3 percent. The 0.3 percent dedication will generate
$0.92 million in FY 201 1 and $0.95 million in FY 2012 to pay debt service costs on prior year
borrowing for open space purposes.
In the FY 20 10 Approved Budget, the City reduced its dedication for affordable housing to 0.7
cents. The FY 201 1 budget reduced the dedication to 0.6 cents of the real estate tax rate, a
maximum of $1.955 million (depending on the issuance of new debt for the redevelopment of the
James Bland housing project)'. If Council chooses to change the affordable housing dedication, a
separate ordinance will be required and introduced at the time the budget is approved.
In FY 201 1 City Council approved the dedication of 0.5 cents for stormwater management. The
half cent is expected to generate an estimated $1.63 million in FY 2012 and will be used
primarily for capital projects related to maintenance and improvements of the City's stormwater
infrastructure.
The commercial real estate add-on tax, proposed at 12.5 cents on each $100 of assessed value, if
enacted, would generate $6.0 million in FY 201 1 from the June 201 1 real property tax payment
and $12.2 million in FY 20 12.
The Tier I Potomac Yard Special Services tax rate of 20 cents is projected to raise $0.5 million in
FY 2012.
ATTACHMENT: Proposed Ordinance
STAFF:
Mark Jinks, Deputy City Manager
Michele Evans, Deputy City Manager
Bruce Johnson, Chief Financial Officer
Laura Triggs, Deputy Chief Financial Officer
Kendel Taylor, Assistant Budget Director

'

The dedication of 0.7 cents is sufficient to cover three separate debt service costs in FY 201 1: $1,395,375 for $15
million of debt issuance in 2006 for affordable housing, $478,250 for $5 million of debt issued in FY 2008 for Glebe
Road ARHA property redevelopment and $270,000 for $3.1 million of possible debt to be issued for the James Bland
ARHA property redevelopment. A new ordinance would have to behtroduced to change the dedicated amount, but
this could be done at the time of passage of the budget.

Introduction and first reading:
Public hearing:
Second reading and enactment:

03/12/2011
041161201 1
05/02/2011

INFORMATION ON PROPOSED ORDINANCE

AN ORDINANCE to amend and reordain Section 3-2-18 1 (LEVIED; AMOUNT) and
Section 3-2- 188 (CLASSIFICATION AND TAXATION OF CERTAIN
COMMERCLAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY), of Division I, (REAL
ESTATE), and Section 3-2-221 (LEVIED ON TANGIBLE PERSONAL
PROPERTY OTHER THAN MOBILE HOMES, AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS,
ANTIQUE MOTOR VEHICLES, TAXICABS, MOTOR VEHICLES WITH
SPECIALLY DESIGNED EQUIPMENT FOR USE BY THE HANDICAPPED,
MOTORCYCLES, CAMPERS AND OTHER RECREATIONAL VEHICLES,
BOATS AND TRAILERS; AMOUNT), Section 3-2-222 (LEVIED ON
MACHINERY AND TOOLS USED IN MINING OR MAJXFACTURING
BUSINESS; AMOUNT), Section 3-2-223 (LEVIED ON MOBILE HOMES;
AMOUNT), Section 3-2-224 (LEVIED ON AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS,
TRAILERS, SEMI-TRAILERS ANTIQUE MOTOR VEHICLES, TAXICABS,
MOTORCYCLES, CAMPERS AND OTHER RECREATIONAL VEHICLES,
BOATS AND TRAILERS; AMOUNT) of Division 3 (TANGIBLE PERSONAL
PROPERTY AND MACHINERY AND TOOLS), all of Article M (LEVY AND
COLLECTION OF PROPERTY TAXES), Chapter 2 (TAXATION), Title 3
(FINANCE, TAXATION AND PROCUREMENT) of The Code of the City of
Alexandria, Virginia, 1981, as amended.
Summary
The proposed ordinance sets the city's 201 1 tax rates for (1) real property; (2)
personal property; (3) machinery and tools; and (4) for the additional real property
taxes assessed on commercial and industrial property.
0.3 percent of estimated 201 1 real estate tax revenue continues to be set aside for
the Open Space Trust Fund to cover debt service on Open Space Trust Fund
supported bonds. 0.6 percent of estimated 201 1 real estate tax revenue continues
to be set aside for affordable housing. 0.5 percent of estimated 201 1 real estate
tax revenue continues to be set aside for the Storm Water Trust Fund.
The ordinance sets the 201 1 real property tax rate at $
on each $100 of
assessed value. Personal property and machinery and tools tax rates are
unchanged from 2010. The ordinance levies for calendar year 2010, an
per $100 of assessed value on all
additional real property tax of $

commercial and industrial property in the City. City Council has the authority to
lower the tax rates set forth in the ordinance.
Sponsor
Staff
Mark Jinks, Deputy City Manager
Bruce Johnson, Chief Financial Officer
Laura Triggs, Deputy Chlef Financial Officer
Christina Zechman Brown, Assistant City Attorney
Authority
Article X, § 4, Virginia Constitution
$8 2.02(a)(l), 6.1 5 Alexandria City Charter
§ 58.1-3221.3, Code of Virginia
Estimated Costs of Implementation
None.
Attachments in Addition to Proposed Ordinance and its Attachments (if aria
None.
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ORDINANCE NO.
AN ORDINANCE to amend and reordain Section 3-2-181 (LEVIED; AMOUNT) and
Section 3-2-188 (CLASSIFICATION AND TAXATION OF CERTAIN
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY), of Division 1, (REAL
ESTATE), and Section 3-2-22 1 (LEVIED ON TANGKBLE PERSONAL
PROPERTY OTHER THAN MOBILE HOMES, AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS,
ANTIQUE MOTOR VEHICLES, TAXICABS, MOTOR VEHICLES WITH
SPECIALLY DESIGNED EQUJPMENT FOR USE BY THE HANDICAPPED,
MOTORCYCLES, CAMPERS AND OTHER RECREATIONAL VEHICLES,
BOATS AND TRAILERS; AMOUNT), Section 3-2-222 (LEVIED ON
MACHINERY AND TOOLS USED IN MINING OR MANUFACTURING
BUSINESS; AMOUNT), Section 3-2-223 (LEVIED ON MOBILE HOMES;
AMOUNT), Section 3-2-224 (LEVIED ON AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS,
TRAILERS, SEMI-TRAILERS ANTIQUE MOTOR VEHICLES, TAXICABS,
MOTORCYCLES, CAMPERS AND OTHER RECREATIONAL VEHICLES,
BOATS AND TRAILERS; AMOUNT) of Division 3 (TANGIBLE PERSONAL
PROPERTY AND MACHINERY AND TOOLS), all of Article M (LEVY AND
COLLECTION OF PROPERTY TAXES), Chapter 2 (TAXATION), Title 3
(FINANCE, TAXATION AND PROCUREMENT) of The Code of the City of
Alexandria, Virginia, 1981, as amended.
THE CITY COUNCIL OF ALEXANDRIA HEREBY ORDAINS:
Section 1. That Section 3-2-181 of The Code of the City of Alexandria,
Virginia, 1981, as amended, be, and the same hereby is, amended and reordained to read as
follows:
Sec. 3-2- 181

Levied; amount.

There shall be levied and collected for the calendar year 20110 on all real estate
located within the territorial boundaries of the city and subject to taxation for city purposes
on each $100 of the
under the constitution and laws of this state and city, a tax of $
assessed residential property value thereof and $
on each $100 of the assessed
commercial residential property value thereof, for the support of the city government, for
the payment of principal and interest of the city debt and for other municipal expenses and
purposes.
Section 2. That Sec. 3-2-188 of The Code of the City of Alexandria, 1981 as
amended, be, and the same hereby is, amended and reordained to read as follows:
Sec. 3-2-188

Classification and taxation of certain commercial and industrial real
property.

Pursuant to the authority granted by Section 58.1-3221.3 of the Code of
(a)
Virginia (1950), as amended, all commercial and industrial real property in the City of
Alexandria classified by the General Assembly as a separate class of real property for
local taxation shall be designated, assessed and taxed as a separate class of real

property. Such separate class of real property shall not include any residential uses
excluded by Section 58.1-3221.3 of the Code of Virginia.
In addition to all other taxes and fees permitted by law, the class of real
(b)
property designated in this section may, and if imposed by ordinance shall, be subject to a
real property tax, in addition to that imposed by City Code Section 3-2-181 and any other
applicable law, at the rate established by the City Council of the City of Alexandria
not to exceed the rate authorized by the Code of Virginia.
All revenues generated from the real property tax imposed by this Section
(c)
3-2-188 shall be used exclusively for transportation-related projects and services that benefit
the City of Alexandria.
The real property tax imposed by this Section 3-2-188 shall be levied,
(d)
administered, enforced and collected in the same manner as set forth in Subtitle 111of Title
58.1 of the Code of Virginia and Chapter 2 of this Title for the levy, administration,
enforcement and collection of local taxes.
The director of the department of real estate assessments shall1 separately
(e)
assess and set forth upon the City of Alexandria's land book the fair market value of that
property that is designated as a separate class of real property in accordance with the
provisions of this section.
There shall be levied and collected for the calendar year 20110 on all real
(f)
estate located within the territorial boundaries of the city and subject to taxation
on each $100 of the assessed value thereof, for the
pursuant to this section, a tax of $
purposes set forth in subsection (c) above.
Section 3. That Section 3-2-221 of The Code of the City of Alexandria,
Virginia, 1981, as amended, be, and the same hereby is, amended and reordained to read as
follows:
Sec. 3-2-221 Levied on tangible personal property other than mobile homes, automobiles,
trucks, antique motor vehicles, taxicabs, motor vehicles with specially
designed equipment for use by the handicapped, motorcycles, campers and
other recreational vehicles, boats and boat trailers; amount.
There shall be levied and collected for the calendar year 20110 on all tangible
personal property, other than mobile homes, automobiles, trucks, antique motor vehicles,
taxicabs, motor vehicles with specially designed equipment for use by the handicapped,
motorcycles, campers and other recreational vehicles, boats and trailers, owned or held by
residents or citizens of the city or located within the tenitorial boundaries of the city or
otherwise having a situs within the city and subject to taxation for city purposes under the
constitution and laws of this state and city, a tax of $4.75 on every $100 of assessed value
thereof, for the support of the city government, for the payment of principal and interest of
the city debt and for other municipal expenses and purposes.

Section 4. That Section 3-2-222 of The Code of the City of Alexandria,
Virginia, 1981, as amended, be, and the same hereby is, amended and reordained to read as
follows:
Sec. 3-2-222 Levied on machinery and tools used in mining or manufacturing business;
amount.
There shall be levied and collected for the calendar year 20110 on all machinery and
tools used in a mining or manufacturing business taxable on capital and subject to taxation
for city purposes under the constitution and laws of this state and city, a tax of $4.50 on each
$100 of assessed value thereof, for the support of the city government, for the payment of
principal and interest of the city debt and for other municipal expenses and purposes.
Section 5. That Section 3-2-223 of The Code of the City of Alexandria,
Virginia, 1981, as amended, be, and the same hereby is, amended and reordained to read as
follows:
Sec. 3-2-223 Levied on mobile homes; amount.
There shall be levied and collected for the calendar year 20110 on all vehicles
without motor power, used or designed to be used as mobile homes as defined in section
46.2-1 00 of the Codeof Virginia, owned or held by residents or citizens of the city or
located within the temtorial boundaries of the city or otherwise having a situs within the
city and subject to taxation for city purposes under the constitution and laws of this state and
city, a tax of $0.978 on each $100 of assessed value thereof, for the support of the city
government, for the payment of principal and interest of the city debt and for other
municipal expenses and purposes.
Section 6. That Section 3-2-224 of The Code of the City of Alexandria,
Virginia, 1981, as amended, be, and the same hereby is, amended and reordained to read as
follows:
Sec. 3-2-224 Levied on automobiles, trucks, trailers, semi-trailers, antique motor vehicles,
taxicabs, motorcycles, campers and other recreational vehicles, boats and
trailers; amount.
Except as provided in subsections (b), (c) and (d), there shall be levied and
(a)
collected for the calendar year 20118 on all automobiles, trucks, trailers, semi-trailers,
antique motor vehicles (as defined in section 46.2-100 of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as
amended, which may be used for general transportation purposes as provided in subsection
C of section 46.2-730 of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended), taxicabs, motorcycles,
campers and other recreational vehicles, boats and boat trailers owned or held by residents
or citizens of the city or located within the temtorial boundaries of the city or otherwise
having a situs for taxation in the city, a tax of $4.75 on every $100 of assessed value thereof,
for the support of the city government, for the payment of principal and interest of the city
debt and for other municipal expenses and purposes.
There shall be levied on and collected for the calendar year 20118 on all
(b)
automobiles, trucks, trailers and semi-trailers with a gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pounds

or more which are used to transport property for hire by a motor carrier engaged in interstate
commerce, and are owned or held by residents or citizens of the city, are located within the
territorial boundaries of the city or otherwise have a situs for taxation in the city, a tax of
$4,50 on every $100 of assessed value thereof, for the support of the city government, for
the payment of principal and interest of the city debt and for other municipal expenses and
purposes.
There shall be levied on and collected for the calendar year 20118 on all
(c)
automobiles and trucks which are equipped with specially designed equipment for use by
the handicapped and are owned or held by residents or citizens of the city, are located within
the territorial boundaries of the city or otherwise have a situs for taxation in the city, a tax of
$3.55 on every $100 of assessed value thereof, for the support of the city government, for
the payment of principal and interest of the city debt and for other municipal expenses and
purposes.
There shall be levied on and collected for the calendar year 20110 on all
(d)
privately owned pleasure boats and watercraft, which are used for recreational purposes
only, and are owned or held by residents or citizens of the city, or are located within the
territorial boundaries of the city or otherwise have a situs for taxation in the city, a tax of
$.01 on every $100 of assessed value thereof, for the support of the city government, for the
payment of principal and interest of the city debt and for other municipal expenses and
purposes.
For tax years commencing in 2006, the City adopts the provisions of Item
(e)
503.E of Chapter 95 1 of the 2005 Acts of Assembly (the 2005 revisions to the 2004-06
Appropriations Act, the "2005 Appropriations Act"), providing for the computation of tax
relief under the Personal Property Tax Relief Act of 1998, sections 58.1-3523 et seq. of the
Code of Virginia, as amended, as a specific dollar amount to be offset against the total taxes
that would otherwise be due but for the Personal Property Tax Relief Act of 1998, sections
58.1-3523 et seq. of the Code of Virginia, as amended, and the reporting of such specific
dollar relief on the tax bill.
(i) The City shall, following adoption of the annual budget adopted pursuant to
Chapter 25 of Title 15.2 of the Code of Virginia and sections 6.01 through 6.15 of the City
Charter, set the rate of tax relief under this subsection at such a level that it is anticipated
fully to exhaust relief funds under the Personal Property Tax Relief Act of 1998, sections
58.1-3523 et seq. of the Code of Virginia, as amended, provided to the City by the
Commonwealth. Any amount of relief funds under the Personal Property Tax Relief Act of
1998, sections 58.1-3523 et seq. of the Code of Virginia, as amended, provided to the City
by the Commonwealth, not used within the City's fiscal year shall be carried forward and
used to increase the funds available for personal property tax relief under this subsection in
the following fiscal year.
(ii) Personal property tax bills shall set forth on their face the specific dollar amount
of relief under this subsection credited with respect to each qualifyingvehicle, together with
an explanation of the general manner in which such relief is allocated.

(iii) Allocation of relief under this subsection shall be provided in accordance with
the general provisions of this section, as implemented by the specific provisions of the
City's annual budget relating to relief under this subsection.
(iv) Relief under this subsection shall be allocated in such as manner as to eliminate
personal property taxation of each qualifying vehicle with an assessed value of $1,000 or
less.
(v) Relief under this subsection with respect to qualifying vehicles with assessed
values of more than $1,000 shall be provided at a rate, annually fixed in the City budget and
applied to the first $20,000 in value of each such qualifying vehicle, that is estimated fully
to use all relief finds under the Personal Property Tax Relief Act of 1998, sections 58.13523 et seq. of the Code of Virginia, as amended, provided to the City by the
Commonwealth.
Section 7. That this ordinance shall become effective January 1,2011, nunc pro
tunc.
WILLIAM D. EUILLE
Mayor
Introduction:
First Reading:
Publication:
Public Hearing:
Second Reading:
Final Passage:

03112/2011
03112/2011

April 16, 20 1 1

#7. Public Hearing on an Ordinance to Establish the Real Estate and Personal
Property Tax Rates for Calendar Year 2011
The Honorable Mayor and City Council
City of Alexandria, Virginia
Honorable Mayor Euille and Alexandria City Council members, thank you for the
opportunity to speak. My name is Bill Pugh; I live at 1200 North Quaker Lane in
Alexandria. I strongly support the transportation add-on tax. My family does not own
a car and we live out in the middlelwestern part of the City, where getting around by foot,
by bike or by transit can sometimes be difficult, if not downright unsafe, so this topic is
very important to me and the rest of my family.
Thus my interest in the issue is as a resident of Alexandria, one who gets around by the
City's transit system, by bicycle and by foot every day. I should note, as a matter of
disclosure, that I currently work in the field of transportation planning and that the large
firm I work for does business with the City of Alexandria in transportation planning.
However, this is just a small portion of my office's work. So, again, I am speaking today
as a resident who cares about the future of the city I live in and wants my family to be
able to get around safely and comfortably and to continue to do so using modes of
transportation that are sustainable, both environmentally and economically, over the long
term.

Reason # 1 to have a dedicated funding source for needed transportation
improvements is Basic Safety.
If you've tried to get around by foot, by bike or by transit in the Duke Street Corridor, the
King-Quaker-Braddock area or the West End - you know that there are places where
your safety is compromised. People simply running errands or going to work shouldn't be
placed in dangerous situations because of outdated roadway designs or lack or pedestrian
and bicycle accommodations.
The improvements that would be supported by the Manager's proposed budget and the
transportation add-on tax would improve safety for my family and my neighbors. The
complete streets improvements proposed for Duke Street and the improvements to the
Beauregard and King intersection are needed for basic public safety, and we shouldn't
have to delay these indefinitely because of a lack of funding.
I cross the street in front of Bradlee Shopping Center everyday - either going to work on
my bike or walking to catch a bus. Often on the weekend I am pushing my daughter in
the stroller across King Street to go catch an express bus to the Pentagon metro to take
her into the District. The intersections in front of Bradlee are simply not safe for
pedestrians or for drivers. I commend the City for prioritizing improvements like this and

,
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proposing a reasonable way to fund them. Arlington and Fairfax already fund and
implement transportation improvements through a similar tax.

A second reason for dedicated funding: Improving the safety and conveniences of
getting around will ensure that Alexandria remains a desirable place to do business,
to live and to visit. For example, if it's safer. easier and less stressful to get in and out of
Bradlee Shopping Center, and if people can walk instead of having to drive, that benefits
the businesses there. The intersection improvements to King-Quaker-Braddock and the
proposed transit center that would be funded by the tax will simply make the area a more
attractive place to shop, visit the doctor or go to for other services. More broadly
speaking: tackling congestion and providing sustainable options for getting around will
ensure that Alexandria remains a good business location and place to live.
Lastly, local transportation funding sources are only going to become more
important over the next decade. Revenues for state and federal transportation are in
decline and there is no political will to increase them. Local communities in Virginia can
expect fewer transportation dollars from the Commonwealth and from the federal
government over the long term. Fortunately, Alexandria is being proactive in seeking to
adopt a dedicated local funding source for transportation. For the City to remain a
competitive place to attract business and residents, it will need to address its
transportation challenges over the coming years.
Thank you for your time, I hope you will all vote to adopt the proposed Transportation
Add-on tax recommended by the City Manager.
William Pugh
1200 N Quaker Ln
Alexandria, VA 22302
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ALEXANDRIA CITY COUNCIL
PUBI-IC HEARING ON COMMERCIAL ADD-ON TAX
April 16, 2011

I'm John Renner;
Alexandria resident,
Alexandria business owner,
and member of B F a C ,
and I am here today as a member of the Board of Directors
of the Alexandria Chamber of Commerce.
The commercial add-on tax is a problem.
You've heard about the burden it would place on Alexandria businesses,
You may also have heard
that Arlington Businesses plan t o go t o Richmond next year
t o have it repealed.
Let's not rely on it in Alexandria.
The Commercial add-on tax is avoidable,
There are valid alternatives,
I would like t o discuss three:
1. Remove the proposed BPOL cut.
I am an advocate of BPOL relief, but not this proposal.
As proposed, it's not relief across the board,
It's just for a few.
The City is not getting the most "bang for its buck" with this proposal,
because
It probably doesn't help the businesses that benefit Alexandria the most.

Furthermore, a cut in BPOL
provides no relief
t o one of Alexandria's largest industries;
ol.lr associations and other nonprofits.

Our associations and nonprofits
would get hit with the commercial add on tax on their offices,
but would get no offset from lowering the BPOL,
because they don't pay BPOL in the first place.
BPOL relief is a separate issue
and should not be part of .the commercial add-on tax issue.
If you remove the proposed BPOL relief from the budget,
you don't need as much commercial add-on tax.
If you scrap the BPOL cut,
you could cut down the commercial add-on tax
by more than a cent-and-a-half.

2. Two: Be more selective about the proposed transportation projects.
It is admirable that City staff spent time
identifying the priority transportation projects
in collaboration with the Transportation Commission.
However, there are too many priorities on the list.
The total of the proposed projects
exceeds what we are willing to pay.

Some of the proposed projects are more important than others,
Some are more urgent than others,
and some of them have little relationship to business.
A neighborhood walking trail or bike path is a valuable asset,
but if you have to burden businesses with an unpopular tax to do it,
it becomes less attractive.
The list of priority transportation projects needs t o be shortened.
If you postpone or delete some of the projects on the list,
you don't need as much commercial Add-on tax.
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3. The third component of my proposed solution is this:
The priority projects that remain,
those projects that are needed most
and wanted
by everyone,

should be paid for equally by everyone.
One cent on everyone's real estate tax
would provide $3.2 million dollars for top priority transportation projects.
If these projects are truly priorities t o everyone in the city,
then everyone in the city should share in funding them.
The Commercial add-on tax is avoidable,
There are valid alternatives,
I urge you t o use these alternatives
t o remove the commercial add-on tax from the budget.
Thank you.

April 16,2011
TO: Mayor Euille, Vice Mayor Donley, and Council members
FROM: Annabelle Fisher
RE: Budget - suggestions and deletions
Here are the following items I hope you will consider as you work through city budget and include in
the budget addfdeletes. Perhaps the most regressive tax Alexandria taxpayers have to contend with is
the tax on food at the grocery store. I understand that Alexandria has the ability to impose these taxes
along with the State of Va., but I am asking that you eliminate this food tax asap. For other taxes, Alex.
double taxes, i.e., restaurant tax, tax on cleaning clothes at the cleaners, etc. This food tax is
irresponsible and unfair to all residents of Alex. No matter what their income. Alexandria already
double taxes for everyhng, so where's the money?
1. All members of the council, city manager, assistant city managers and all department
administrators should pay to park in the city garage as do the citizens of Alexandria. There is no
reason why everyone should be parking in city garage for fiee, 24-7. This monthly charge
could be around $25. Alexandria taxpayers pay our top administrators quite well and they can
afford to pay. With regard to MayorICouncil parking for fkee and only working plt, everyone
knew how much money you would be earning when you ran for office and again, all of you can
afford to pay, since you get to park for free any time. I feel this should be implemented as part
of budget.
2. New Police Bldg. When council approved the new Police headquarters in 2009 at a cost of $90
million dollars, police dept. and their consultants made it very clear they would not need any
more money and this cost would cover everythmg police dept. requested. Thus, I see no reason
to give an additional $2 million. This $2+ million dollars could be applied to transportation
projects rather than imposing a 12.5 % add on tax for small businesses in Alex.
3. The city generates about $2+ million dollars in parking tickets and I believe it is time for you to
put this money into the police
budget and not the general b d . Its time to "thinkout of the box"
and change the way you do business with the money generated h m parking tickets and other related
police activities.
4 ACPS receives the largest amount of tax dollars. Why? When Pat Mann gave a presentation to
the Council regarding the census, it was clear that there will be a decrease in the number of families
moving into the area. So, is there really a need to build more elementary schools? If anything, what
I'm hearing is that families who have children would move out of Alexandria to send their children to
another school system. I also understand you have no control over how much money Mr. Sherman and
the school board spend on administrative salaries, consultants and administration. However, I feel it is
important to review how much they do spend along with the amount of money the taxpayers of
Alexandria contribute to ACPSICIP projects. Again, with a student population of about 11,000
students, ACPS is still spending way too much plstudent - i.e. about $15-16,000. This is a very small
school district and they need to have an honest, outside audit from a group that they don't select.
5. Administrative salarieslearly retirement for long term dept. administrators. We pay over
$100,OO dollars to at least 15 administrators/city managerlassistant city managers along with
their benefit packages. Perhaps it is time to consider those persons who are close to retirement
to think about taking early retirement. In Mr. Hartmann's budget from last year, very few jobs
were lost, i.e. only 16 positions that were not filled and the only thing the city manager did was

to play "musical chairs" and move unnecessary positions into other staff positions by merger of
some depts. This is very costly and needs to change and I believe you know there were some
reassignments of staff to positions paying over $100,000 that should have been eliminated or
had salary reductions. Also, no administrative staff took a cut in pay for this budget - why
6. City cardgas - Its time to review the use of city cars by many city employees. I feel this has
been abused over the years and understand that some policy changes were made last year. Also,
since the city, i.e. taxpayers pay for the gas for these cars, I believe its time to change this
process, with the exception of police and fire. When I worked for CPS, Head Start, Visiting
Nurse Services and any other social service agencies, I had to use my car and would submit
receipts for gas based on per mileage allowed. I believe the city has to implement this policy. It
will require that all city employees stop using city cars and use their own cars, submit receipts
and initially have to be implemented via an "honor system". If it is found that too many city
employees are violating this change, fhen they should not be allowed to use city cars nor the gas
pumps off of Duke street. For those city employees that do not own a car, but work in the same
dept. needing to drive to places, i.e. Parks & Rec; Dept. of Human Services, the person who
has a car and needing to go to the same destination, can go together. Gas prices are rising
rapidly and taxpayers cannot continue to pay for gas for all city cars along with paying for gas
for Alexandria residents. For city employees working for Dept. of Human Services and need to
pick up items for their clients, but not transport them to some meeting, etc. they should be
using their own cars to do so. There is no reason a city car needs to be used for grocery
shopping, etc. Again, city employee can submit for gas mileage which would be more cost
effective. In order to monitor this so there is no abuse of an employee using their own vehicle,
obviously it has to be on the "honor system", and dept. administrators can calculate the round
trip mileage needed for such trips.
Money for Transportation: why don't you have it in place now? Alexandria's increasing development
over the past several years should have been a red-flag that there would be money to pay for increased
transportation. When I moved to Alex., in 1999, I learned that Alexandria did not want to look at
transportation from a regional perspective. Well, now you are trying and in your attempts to raise the
money are now looking at a 12.5% add on tax for business. What a great way to drive small businesses
which are the "heart & soul" of Alexandria away. Bond money will be drying up as interest rates rise;
my question: What is the money in the general b d doing? Yes, it is time that all city employees, no
matter their title, begin to pay into their retirement/pension plan. I always had to and understand that
Va. is one of 4 states wherein taxpayers contribute to employees pensions/retirement.What about the
tax monies generated from the hoteVmote1 taxes along with the tax on food in restaurants and other
revenue sources? Where's the money going that you now need to propose a 12.5% add on tax for small
business? I do not support this tax and believe that the city manager and his assistant city managers
dealing with the budget along with mayorlcouncil have been too lax in the past and overlooked money
that could be in the budget now from real estate properties the city could have sold but did not and now
sit unused and abandoned.
It is time to pass a budget that is transparent, cuts spending, stop giving money to non-profits that
cannot show outcomes, decrease the hiring of so many consultants for development plans that you pass
but cannot be implemented due to the economy and continue to sit on the shelves somewhere, decrease
the commercial real estate tax and eliminate the 12.5% add on tax. This is your charge and your
fiduciary responsibility as elected officials.

-,,

Testimony

Adrien Cotton
Co-owner
Fitness on the Run LLC

109 South Alfred Street
Alexandria VA 22314
www.fitnessontherun.net

To
Alexandria Mayor and City Council
April 16,2011

Thank you Mr. Mayor and Members of the Council for the opportunity t o participate in this
hearing, and for your service to Alexandria. M y name is Adrien Cotton. I'm the founder and coowner of Fitness on the Run, located on South Alfred Street, next door t o the Friendship
Firehouse. We are a fitness and health firm practicing in both individual and group settings. As
a resident of Alexandria for over 20 years, my business partner (also an Alexandria resident for
over 12 years) and I appreciate the uniqueness of the area, as well as Council's efforts t o
balance competing interests.
I started my business seven years ago and have watched it grow through 3 different Alexandria
locations and t o now serve over 100 clients, most of who live in the greater Alexandria area.
Despite a tough couple of years for all of us in the business community, Fitness on the Run was
able t o survive. We paid all of our bills and continue t o operate without any loans. However,
after paying our 10 trainers and one Business Manager-who

also live in the area-as well as

the existing taxes and fees associated with running a business in Alexandria, the business was
left with just $3,000 at the end of the year.
This proposed tax increase represents a third of that net gain for our firm. The increase would
amount t o an additional $1,000 tax hit. As a committed business owner struggling t o remain in
the black during a tough economy, it is a hit we cannot afford t o take. Make no mistake about
it, we love running our business. What we enjoy most is seeing people make serious changes t o

their lifestyles that will ultimately increase their longevity. We also like that we serve the
Alexandria Community. We are proud members of the Old Town Boutique District. It is,
however, a business and it must remain profitable in order to remain viable. This tax increase
puts that viability in jeopardy. To maintain the same level, we would have t o make some tough
decisions. This tax, on the heels of the increase in parking fees, (which we consider a hidden tax
on business) is short-sighted.
I understand the improvement needs of other areas of the city, but asking small business
owners who are struggling to stay afloat and keep Old Town vibrant t o shoulder this burden in
challenging economic times is absolutely the wrong decision. Old Town has fostered an image
where residents and tourists alike can come t o find unique small businesses like mine. Massive
tax increases like this one are what drives owners like me t o close our doors. As a long-time
resident, as well as someone who cares for the 100 Alexandrians who walk through my doors
each week, we can't kill off our small businesses and leave Old Town with chain stores and
empty store fronts. This add-on tax should not move forward.
Thank you for your consideration.

STATEMENT TO COUNCIL O N THE COMMERCIAL ADD-ON TAX - April 16,2011
Mr. Mayor, Members of Council:
1 am here today to ask you to eliminate the 12.5% percent Commercial Add-On Tax
from budget consideration. It is an odd position for me to be agreeing with the
Chamber of Commerce. A s some of you know, we often have been on different sides
of issues. Nevertheless, 1 oppose the tax on two grounds:
First, fairness. Is it fair to tax King Street merchants for road improvements far from
their locations, when the resources will benefit other merchants who may turn out
to be competitors? I am among those who don't think so.
Second and more important to the residents of Alexandrians west of Quaker Lane is
the issue of how the money will be used.
The City Manager's Budget Memo #10 states that the funds are to be put toward
"major re-development" in the Beauregard Corridor,
No City body has yet approved such major redevelopment. My civic association,
Seminary Hill, has explicitly opposed any such major re-development
You may be interested to know that, according to recently released city statistics,
owners of the former Winkler Tract and adjacent properties still have more than
4.2 million square feet of additional development already available to them under
the current Master Plan. That is 75% of existing densities, existing buildings that
include the BRAC.
In short, there is no need for-and 1 quote the Budget Memo - "major
redevelopment" Current development rights are mind-boggling enough.
After I spoke to Mr. Jinks last week asking for an explanation of this language, he and
Mr. Baier sent me a letter this week explaining much of what I had already
understood. It did not specifically address my question about "major
redevelopment" and its relationship to the Add-On Tax. In fact, the letter raises new
questions about the City Staffs objectivity toward additional densities in the area.
1 am here this morning representing the Seminary Hill Assn., Inc. I have distributed
a resolution adopted by the Executive Committee earlier this week opposing the tax.
It speaks for itself. It is emblematic of the strong opposition of our residents to
anything that facilitates new density and traffic in the Beauregard Corridor and on
properties on Seminary Road east of 1-395.

Clearly easing the traffic problems all over Alexandria is a worthy goal. It will take
money to do that. But new revenues should be fairly raised and used to remedy
current and near-term problems - not help create a new problem as the Commercial
Add-On Tax threatens to do. Please vote it down and let's work together for other,
better, solutions.

SEMINARY HILL RESOLUTION ON THE PROPOSED 12.5 PERCENT
COMMERCIAL ADD-ON TAX
Whereas, Budget Memo #10 from the City Manager states that the proposed
Commercial Add-on Tax will be used to facilitate "major redevelopment " in the
Beauregard Corridor' and
Whereas, no decision has been made by any official body in the City that major
redevelopment in the Beauregard Corridor is appropriate and should occur; and
Whereas, the Seminary Hill Association, Inc., consistently has questioned the
appropriateness of major redevelopment in that area, given the impending impact
of BRAC, current traffic congestion, and effects on existing neighborhoods;
Therefore, the Executive Board of the Seminary Hill Association, Inc., opposes
the imposition of the Commercial Add-On tax on the business community of
Alexandria so long as the funds derived are used to facilitate major development
in the Beauregard Corridor.
Adopted: Thursday, Aprll 14, 2011
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Jackie Henderson

Emily Brown <keybridgectr@verizon.net>
Friday, April 15, 2011 8:16PM
William Euille; Frank Fannon; Kerry Donley; Alicia Hughes; Del Pepper;
paulcsmedberg@aol.com; Rose Boyd; Jackie Henderson; Elaine Scott; Rob Krupicka;
Linda Owens; Elizabeth Jones
COA Contact Us: Proposed property tax rate increase
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Time: [Fri Apr 15,201 1 20:15:45] Message ID: [29256]
Issue Type: Mayor, Vice Mayor, and Council Members
First Name: Emily
Last Name: Brown
Street Address: 701 N Pegram St
City: Alexandria
State: VA
Zip: 22304
Phone: 703-751-3883
Email Address:

kevbridaectr@verizon.net

Subject: Proposed property tax rate increase
This is not the time to raise property tax rates on individuals. However
increasing the property tax on commercial interests is more appropriate
because many of them have large profits, due in part to their location in
Alexandria. Taxes on commercial interests need to be scaled, with small
businesses paying nothing or a small amount, and the large businesses
paying considerably more. Some of the large commercial interests in
Comments: Alexandria are responsible for tearing up Alexandria's streets and roads thus they should also bear more of the costs for repairs.
1 understand

that Alexandria will receive no tax dollars from the BRAC building, despite
the fact that transportation in the West End has already been negatively
impacted and will be impossible once the building opens. It's time the
military paid their share to cover the mess they have created.
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Jackie Henderson

Brian Gordon < bgordon@aoba-metro.org>
Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:39 PM
William Euille; Frank Fannon; Kerry Donley; Alicia Hughes; Del Pepper;
paulcsmedberg@aol.com; Rose Boyd; Jackie Henderson; Elaine Scott; Rob Krupicka;
Linda Owens; Elizabeth Jones
COA Contact Us: Add-On Transportation Tax on Commercial Real Estate
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Time: [Thu Apr 14,2011 23:39:09] Message ID: [29219]

Issue Type: Mayor, Vice Mayor, and Council Members
First Name: Brian
Last Name: Gordon
Street Address:

1050 17th Street, NW, Suite 350

City: Washington
State: DC
Zip: 20036
Phone: (703) 307-0564
Email Address:

baordon@aoba-metro.org

Subject: Add-On Transportation Tax on Commercial Real Estate
Attached please find comments submitted on behalf of the Apartment and
Office Building Association regarding the proposed add-on transportation
tax on commercial real estate. Thank you for your
consideration.
Brian M. Gordon, MPA
Vice President, Government
Comments: Affairs, Virginia
Apartment & Oftice Building Association (AOBA)
of
Metropolitan Washington
1050 17th Street, NW, Suite 350
Washington, DC
20036
(202) 296-3390
(703) 307-0564 cell
bnordon@aoba-metro.org
Attachment: 6af5e72~7bel35~8a23d489998504afa.doc
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April 14, 201 1
The Honorable William D. Euille, Mayor
City of Alexandria
301 King Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Dear Mayor Euille:
On behalf of the Apartment and Office Building Association (AOBA) of Metropolitan Washington, I write to voice
opposition to the adoption of the commercial real estate tax surcharge for transportation as proposed by City staff.
Our organization and its members maintain serious concerns with the potential consequences of full and immediate
enactment of the new add-on tax at a rate of 12.5 cents per $100 assessed value as staff has recommended. As you
and your colleagues on the City Council deliberate, I hope that you will take the following considerations under
advisement.
AOBA, as you may know, represents the owners and managers of more than 161 million square feet of commercial
office space across the region. Approximately 68 million square feet of that total portfolio is in Northern Virginia,
much of which i s located in the city of Alexandria and would therefore be subject to any increased levy on
commercial property. As direct stakeholders in the city's decision whether to utilize the newly endowed authority
and to what level it i s ultimately exercised, our organization urges that great caution be taken to avoid the
potentially negative impacts of increasing the commercial property tax rate, particularly beyond a very modest
level.
We do not contest staff's assertion of the critical nature of new transportation infrastructure funding. This is, in
fact, a position that i s shared by AOBA and others in the business community. The state of virtual paralysis on
Northern Virginia's roads and rails impacts not only the quality of life for local residents, but also the safety and
long-term economic vitality of the region. Virginia's pro-business climate i s already being eroded by the inability of
businesses to effectively and efficiently move goods, services and people by way of a transportation system i n crisis.
For AOBA members specifically, it impairs the movement of employees to and from work, drives up the costs of
vendor services and ultimately constrains efforts to attract, place and retain tenants in buildings. It was in
recognition of this clear and direct impact that AOBA participated as an active member of the business coalition
that advocated for the local option taxing authority provided as part of the broad-based package of regional taxes
and fees in H.B. 3202. I t is important, however, to consider the context under which the business community
embraced the commercial property tax - a reality that has been substantially altered by subsequent judicial action
and other environmental factors.
The unfortunate action of the Supreme Court stripped away the regional components comprising the bulk of the
funding package, leaving the real estate industry holding the bag and local governments with no other meaningful
alternatives for financing transportation projects. AOBA and i t s member companies stepped up to the plate and
accepted the additional financial burden that would come with the commercial property tax surcharge in order to
alleviate the critical problem of regional transportation congestion. This burden was to be shared, however, by
other business sectors. The local option property tax was envisioned as a complementary mechanism to augment
the nearly $300 million i n revenues that would be collected annually and allocated to local projects across the
region by the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority. It was never realistically contemplated, furthermore, that
it would be adopted at a rate near that which has been proposed by City staff. Certain assurances to this effect
were made during the crafting of the enabling authority during the 2007 General Assembly session. The revenue

1050 17th Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036
P: 202.296.3390 1 F: 202.296.3399
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targets underlying the legislation serve as further evidence of this, as they were predicated on an increase not to
exceed 10 cents.
A sudden jump in the real estate tax rate of 12.5 cents would represent a significant unbudgeted expense for those
local businesses and small independent retailers that make up the very fabric of our community and contribute
mightily t o i t s charm. It i s without exaggeration or hyperbole that I offer the warning that such precipitous and
sweeping action could have the unintended effect of threatening their survival in this already economically
challenging climate. The petition presented by the Chamber of Commerce and signed by nearly 500 of your
business constituents is demonstrative of the sticker shock that can be expected in reaction to such a sharp increase
in the cost of doing business in the city.
I t is additionally worthwhile t o reflect on the observations of the Ad Hoc Transportation Tax Option Study
Committee established by the Council i n 2008 to examine both the positive and negative impacts of enacting the
add-on tax. Many of the business considerations contained i n the Committee's March 6 , 2008 report still hold valid
in 2011. The Committee's report acknowledged the concerns of the business community, citing among other risks
the potential for local businesses and retail stores to be forced out of business. Accordingly the Committee
recommended an increased rate of no more than 4 cents per $100 assessed value. Yet while economic conditions
have stagnated i n the three years hence, the City seems to be looking past the admonitions of its own appointed
advisory body i n considering a full 12.5 cent increase i n the tax rate assessed on commercial properties.
The thousands of businesses - both small and large - which make up the city's commercial tenant base face
numerous financial pressures. It i s therefore critical that the city not proceed too quickly i n raising taxes on that
particular constituency. To do so would produce unintended negative consequences that could harm the business
climate and diminish the commercial tax base over the Long term.
I thank you for your consideration on behalf of the commercial real estate industry and again urge great caution as
you weigh this most important decision.
Warmest regards,

Brian M. Gordon
Vice President Government Affairs, Virginia

cc:

Alexandria City Council

1050 17th Street NW I Washington, DC 20036
P: 202.296.3390 ! F: 202.296.3399
www.aoba-metro.org
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My name is Tom Osborne. I am a resident of Alexandria, I am a homeowner in Alexandria, I
operate a business in Alexandria - Spurgeon-Lewis Antiques - and I own commercial real estate in
Alexandria. And although I am a member of the Government Relations Committee of the Alexandria
Chamber of Commerce and a member of the Alexandria Democratic Committee, I am here today
speaking only for myself.
I want to express, in the strongest possible way, my opposition to the proposed commercial
add-on tax, and I want to address my comments most particularly to the five Democratic members of
this body.
I understand, of course, that taxes are the price we pay for civilization, and I do not want to be
lumped in with some of the anti-tax zealots. I would much rather live and work in a wonderful place like
Alexandria -and pay the higher taxes it entails - than in some low-tax backwater community.
That said, even in a place like Alexandria, taxes should be levied in an equitable way.
"Equitable" can have a variety of meanings in different circumstances. "We're all in this together, so we
should all contribute" is one type of equitable taxation. "This will particularly benefit a particular subset
of citizens or businesses, so they should be the ones to pay for it" is another. Even the approach that
"those who can afford to pay more should contribute more to the general welfare" has a ring of
equitability.
Unfortunately, the proposed commercial add-on real estate tax doesn't meet any of those
standards.
The transportation projects the tax is to pay for are not projects that will disproportionately
benefit one subset of residents or businesses - they are about improving transportation in a broad
sense. A case could be made, in fact, that they will benefit residents and homeowners more than they
will benefit most businesses. I don't believe that any of the transportation expenditures proposed will
bring one additional dollar in income to my business, or improve my property values by one penny. I am
willing to pay higher taxes for the "general welfare" -the "we're all in this together" approach. But only
if we truly are all in this together; if we are, we should all be in it together on the paying end. That
would mean a 3 or 4 cent increase in all real estate taxes, NOT this unfair proposal which singles out a
subset of business properties for a 12-cent tax increase and asks nothing of the rest of the Alexandria
community.
As for "ability to pay," the Council in its deliberations seems to recognize that another tax - the
business license tax- is hated by the business community precisely because it is unrelated to whether or
not a business is actually profitable, and so you're proposing some relief from that tax. But you're
proposing to replace it with a tax that has even less to do with ability to pay. At least with the business
license tax, when I have a very bad year - as I did in 2006 and 2007, when my sales plunged by more
than 50% -- I at least pay lower business license taxes. With the commercial add-on tax, I will see no
such tax relief in a bad year.
I suspect that my comments here this morning - and those of other speakers - are pointless;
that the members of council have their minds already made up and this hearing is little more than a
charade. But on the off chance that it is not -that some of you are still open to reason - I urge you to
vote against this proposed tax. Not one of the transportation projects it will pay for is so urgent that it
can't wait until next year, if necessary, so you can come back with a proposal for a general tax rather
than a tax that targets struggling small businesses.
The commercial add-on tax, which some members of this council are claiming as "one of the few
tools in our arsenal", is in fact a bad case of pandering t o the "something for nothing" mentality: don't
tax the overwhelming majority of voters; instead, try to shift the tax burden t o a small subset of citizens,
many of whom don't even live in the city: commercial property owners.
Quite frankly, this approach is not worthy of elected officials of the Democratic party, most of
whom I've worked over the years to help elect.
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Tina Leone <tleone@alexchamber.com>
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Time: [Fri Apr 15,201 1 20:03:47] Message ID: [29255]
Issue Type:

Mayor, Vice Mayor, and Council Members

First Name: Tina
Last Name: Leone
Street Address:

Alexandria Chamber of Commerce
801 N Fairfax St

City: Alexandria
State: V A
Zip: 22314
Phone:
Email Address: tleone@alexchamber.com
Subject: Proposed Commercial Add-on Tax
Dear Mayor, Vice-Mayor, and Council Members,
Attached is a memorandum
that details our position on the Add-On-Tax for your review. We be
presenting only an outline of some of these points in our testimony
tomorrow. Thank you for your consideration of the effect of this tax on
Comments:
our business community.
Sincerely,
Tina
Leone
President/CEO
Alexandria Chamber of Commerce
Attachment:

b87b85ab3ae52bf6Od549f229~403463.pdf

Alexandria Chamber of C o m m e r c e Memorandum on the Commercial Add-On-Tax
Final Draft, 411511 1
1.Commercial Add-on-Tax - An issue of Equity

According t o information presented at the Council's Budget Hearing, an equal number
of people travel out of the City as travel into the City each day. Improved transportation
benefits residents and employers equally.
The City's stated reasons for taxing t o fund additional transportation project are that it
will increase connectivity, enable smart growth, protect the City from the impact of
inter-jurisdictional traffic, improve the quality of life, and reduce traffic congestion.
These are benefits that accrue t o all people in the City - not just businesses and
commercial property owners.
Considering the total tax paid by a business over the course of a year, business and
commercial property owners contribute more than 50% of the total revenue t o the City,
while requiring far fewer services than residences. Why should business alone provide
even more revenue for services that benefit the entire population?
Any additional revenue required for transportation-related projects beyond those
already funded in the City's Budget should be raised in an equitable manner, consistent
with how any other project or need would be funded.
2. Commercial Add-On-Tax - A Burden on Business
The City has increased the average assessment for commercial property by 4%, with
reports of some properties increasing as much as 10% in value. So the tax for
commercial property owners will already be higher, even without considering the extra
burden of an Add-On-Tax. Adding the proposed 12.5 cents per $100 of assessed value
on top of the increase in assessment means a combined increase, year-over-year, of a
minimum of 17% for most commercial properties, and up t o 24% for others.
The largest single property tax increase since 1986, and perhaps in Alexandria's history,
was 7.5 cents per $100. A 12.5 cent per $100 Add-On-Tax would approach a rate nearly
double the highest rate ever enacted by a Council in Alexandria.
For many commercial properties this tax increase will be passed through to the business
tenants of that property. Those businesses ultimately bearing the burden of the
additional tax will need t o rethink their expenditures for space, salaries, advertising, and
charitable contributions.
Council publicly states it wants t o encourage the growth of the commercial sector in
Alexandria as a strategy to improve economic sustainability. Yet, the net effect of an
Add-On-Tax is just the opposite of an incentive for businesses, essentially removing

$12.5 million annually from the business community. For the 10 year budget cycle now
under consideration, the amount of capital removed from the business community will
total $125 million in today's dollars, not counting the amounts paid as a result of annual
increases in assessment and statutory increases in maximum taxing authority.
Currently the tax revenue provided by Office, Retail and Hotel properties far exceeds
the cost of City services to support them, while the majority of tax revenue from
residential uses is consumed for residential related City services. The proposed Add-OnTax liability will only increase this discrepancy. The Chamber is not averse to the
generation of revenue from increased commercial uses through new and denser
commercial development; however, growing commercial revenue through increasing
tax rates is counter-productive to increasing commercial growth.
The Economic Sustainability Study clearly concluded that commercial property and the
business tax base must be expanded in order to support the cost of the City's services.
It delineated the danger of continued overdevelopment of residential uses. Yet this
year we learn that residential construction has far outstripped commercial construction,
and we note with regret that Alexandria has not been able to attract the large
commercial tenants we so desperately need for our economic survival. This combined
with loss of current tenants to other jurisdictions and the financial frailty of local
businesses detpours Alexandria from the path to economic sustainability. The Add-OnTax exacerbates these recent trends and counters the primary message of the
Sustainability Study.
The State's enabling legislation has a provision that permits the City Council to further
increase the Add-On-Tax to ,25 cents per $100 in 2013. This is just two years away.
Council has made no statement or commitment regarding this potential additional tax
increase. What will prevent Council from increasing the Add-On-Tax in 2013?
3. Why other Jurisdictions have Adopted the Add-On-Tax, and Why the Tax was not Opposed
by their Business Communities.
Arlington and Fairfax implemented this Tax, but the comparison to Alexandria is flawed
in many fundamental ways.
Fairfax County, and to a certain extent Arlington, have enormous transportation
problems relative to Alexandria. For example, Fairfax occupies 26 times more land area
than Alexandria; Arlington has twice the land area of Alexandria. Both occupy vast
suburban areas, whereas Alexandria is mostly an urban community.
The automobile is the dominant mode of transportation in Fairfax and Arlington and so
it is vital to both commercial as well as residential interests. The cost of maintaining and
improving their road infrastructure alone is staggering, even after removing state and
federal contributions. Add to this the cost of public transportation modes and new

initiatives t o maximize the Metro expansion, and it should be clear the magnitude of
their transportation needs far overshadows that of Alexandria.
In Fairfax and Arlington a large percentage of the commercial property is owned by
absentee owners. Further, a large percentage of the commercial property is occupied
by national or regional tenants. A tax pass-through is more easily absorbed by absentee
owners and large, national or regional tenants. Additionally, businesses in our
neighboring counties have a vested interest in attracting employees that live in a
suburban context, and this greatly influences their decision to absorb additional tax that
can improve roads, improve commutes t o Washington, DC, and attract employees.
Alexandria is not compelled in a similar manner.
Business and property owners in Fairfax and Arlington did not necessarily support an
Add-On-Tax; rather business organizations could not reach a consensus t o oppose an
Add-On-Tax. Many businesses in those jurisdictions vociferously opposed the taxes, but
the interests of commuters and businesses needing transportation (particularly road)
improvements in an automobile-dominated environment outweighed other
considerations.
4. Appropriateness of Proposed Transportation Initiatives

While the business community recognizes the need for transportation improvements,
many unanswered questions exist about the type, quantity, and timing of projects that
Alexandria really needs to serve the population, keep pace in the region, and grow the
economy.
Arlington and Fairfax are not necessarily models for the transportation solutions that
are most appropriate for Alexandria. As it currently stands, Alexandria is being asked t o
adopt and continue modes of transportation determined to be appropriate for Arlington
whether or not such modes are economically sustainable for Alexandria, or even if they
are intended t o primarily serve Alexandria's citizens. The density of development
(allowable FAR) in such corridors as Roslyn, Balston, Crystal City, and Tyson's Corners
greatly exceed the density of Alexandria's development corridors, so there is a more
robust tax base for their transportation solutions. If City Council demonstrates and acts
on a vision t o encourage increased density along planned public transportation
corridors, then some of the more expensive transportation initiatives can be
contemplated. In the absence of such commitment, we will forever need t o rely on the
Add-On-Tax, special tax districts and excessive bonding, all of which are not sustainable.
Based on past action, the business community is not confident of Council's resolve to
grow commercial density and uses in appropriate development corridors to justify the
costs required t o create a transportation infrastructure that can be economically
sustained over the long term.

The transportation needs for the City should be given a fresh look using current data
and a forward -looking perspective. Examining the list of proposed projects in the
proposed Budget as well as the proposed list for funding under the Add-On-Tax, we find
projects that are neither critical nor able to contribute to the economic health and
growth of the City's tax base. Projects such as the extension of the Eisenhower Metro
platform, the tunnel between the Train and Metro stations, improvements to bicycle
paths, pedestrian paths, and expensive improvements to intersections are not
consistent the City's objective of "doing more with less."
With the exception of the proposed Metro in Potomac Yard, only anecdotal arguments
were presented at the budget hearings supporting the need for specific transportation
initiatives. A data-driven return-on-investment analysis should be undertaken for each
initiative. Further, the City has not produced data or convincing information to
demonstrate that the timing of the improvements is keyed t o coincide with sufficient
levels of demand for the programs t o make them economically sustainable in terms of
contributing to on-going operating cost and the costs for the financing of the related
bonds.
No compelling argument has been presented applying rigorous analysis and data for
adopting any specific rate for an Add-On-Tax based on the proposed list of projects and
a timeline for their implementation. Is it a coincidence that the rate proposed is the
maximum amount enabled by State Law?
5. Options
This is not a choice between enacting the full 12.5 cents outright or "being left behind"
adjacent counties, as has been suggested. there may be need-based transportation
projects that can be funded without placing the entire burden on the commercial
property owners and the business sector. Further, after a more detailed and thoughtful
analysis of real need, we believe the amount of additional funding will be substantially
less than the proposed 12.5 cents per $100. Once a reasonable funding level is
identified, then raising the necessary funds should be done fairly and equitably. Council
has the tools t o determine a reasonable funding level for demonstrated transportation
needs and t o craft an equitable funding solution that does not burden the business
community.
6. Summary and Appeal to the City Council

The businesses represented by the Chamber largely comprise residents of the City who
own businesses and work in businesses in Alexandria, many of whom also own
commercial property.

They recognize the need for a rational, appropriate transportation policy that
reasonably supports the needs of the region, but also one that carefully considers the
unique context of Alexandria City. Modes of transportation that are appropriate for our
neighbors are not necessarily appropriate or cost beneficial for Alexandria.
They ask that all of the City's transportation projects be evaluated using a forwardlooking perspective supported by data and demonstrating efficacy, return on
investment, and measurable relief for the citizens of the City. Also, expensive road and
intersection improvements that encourage an increase in cross-City traffic or that do not
benefit i t s citizens should be avoided, and are not supported by the City's broad
planning objectives of creating self-sustaining centers with employment, entertainment,
living and shopping opportunities that do not rely on expensive and elaborate
transportation systems.
They reject the concept of a differential, inequitable tax that places an even greater
burden than already exists on businesses t o financially support the City, and ask Council
to seek creative solutions that are fair and reasonable.
They request Council focus on effective ways t o attract business and commerce in our
development corridors through the types of incentives and programs adopted by
neighboring jurisdictions that can increase the tax base and help mitigate the need for
the Add-On-Tax approach.
And finally, they ask Council to foresee the danger of a future Add-On-Tax increase in
2013, and prepare a 10 year Budget that precludes such an increase.

CI-lb-II
Alexandria Chamber of Commerce Memorandum o n t h e Commercial Add-On-Tax
Final Draft, 4115111
1.Commercial Add-on-Tax - An issue of Equity

According t o information presented at the Council's Budget Hearing, an equal number
of people travel out of the City as travel into the City each day. Improved transportation
benefits residents and employers equally.
t h e City's stated reasons for taxing t o fund additional transportation project are that it
will increase connectivity, enable smart growth, protect the City from the impact of
inter-jurisdictional traffic, improve the quality of life, and reduce traffic congestion.
These are benefits that accrue t o all people in the City - not just businesses and

=

commercial property owners.
Considering the total tax paid by a business over the course of a year, business and
commercial property owners contribute more than 50% of the total revenue t o the City,
while requiring far fewer services than residences. Why should business alone provide
even more revenue for services that benefit the entire population?
Any additional revenue required for transportation-related projects beyond those
already funded in the City's Budget should be raised in an equitable manner, consistent
with how any other project or need would be funded.

2. Commercial Add-On-Tax - A Burden on Business
The City has increased the average assessment for commercial property by 4%, with
reports of some properties increasing as much as 10% in value. So the tax for
commercial property owners will already be higher, even without considering the extra
burden of an Add-On-Tax. Adding the proposed 12.5 cents per $100 of assessed value
on top of the increase in assessment means a combined increase, year-over-year, of a
minimum of 17% for most commercial properties, and up t o 24% for others.
The largest single property tax increase since 1986, and perhaps in Alexandria's history,
was 7.5 cents per $100. A 12.5 cent per $100 Add-On-Tax would approach a rate nearly
double the highest rate ever enacted by a Council in Alexandria.
For many commercial properties this tax increase will be passed through t o the business
tenants of that property. Those businesses ultimately bearing the burden of the
additional tax will need t o rethink their expenditures for space, salaries, advertising, and
charitable contributions.
Council publicly states it wants t o encourage the growth of the commercial sector in
Alexandria as a strategy t o improve economic sustainability. Yet, the net effect of an
Add-On-Tax is just the opposite of an incentive for businesses, essentially removing

$12.5 million annually from the business community. For the 10 year budget cycle now
under consideration, the amount of capital removed from the business community will
total $125 million in today's dollars, not counting the amounts paid as a result of annual
increases in assessment and statutory increases in maximum taxing authority.
Currently the tax revenue provided by Office, Retail and Hotel properties far exceeds
the cost of C i t y services to support them, while the majority of tax revenue from
residential uses is consumed for residential related C i t y services. The proposed Add-OnTax liability will only increase this discrepancy. The Chamber is not averse t o the
generation of revenue from increased commercial uses through new and denser
commercial development; however, growing commercial revenue through increasing
tax rates is counter-productive t o increasing commercial growth.
The Economic Sustainability Study clearly concluded that commercial property and the
business tax base must be expanded in order t o support the cost of the City's services.
It delineated the danger of continued overdevelopment of residential uses. Yet this
year we learn that residential construction has far outstripped commercial construction,
and we note with regret that Alexandria has not been able to attract the large
commercial tenants we so desperately need for our economic survival. This combined
with loss of current tenants to other jurisdictions and the financial frailty of local
businesses detpours Alexandria from the path t o economic sustainability. The Add-OnTax exacerbates these recent trends and counters the primary message of the
Sustainability Study.
The State's enabling legislation has a provision that permits the C i t y Council t o further
increase the Add-On-Tax t o 25 cents per $100 in 2013. This is just two years away.
Council has made no statement or commitment regarding this potential additional tax
increase. What will prevent Council from increasing the Add-On-Tax in 20137
3. Why other Jurisdictions have Adopted the Add-On-Tax, and Why the Tax was not Opposed
by their Business Communities.
Arlington and Fairfax implemented this Tax, but the comparison to Alexandria is flawed
in many fundamental ways.
Fairfax County, and t o a certain extent Arlington, have enormous transportation
problems relative t o Alexandria. For example, Fairfax occupies 26 times more land area
than Alexandria; Arlington has twice the land area of Alexandria. Both occupy vast
suburban areas, whereas Alexandria is mostly an urban community.
The automobile is the dominant mode of transportation in Fairfax and Arlington and so
it is vital t o both commercial as well as residential interests. The cost of maintaining and
improving their road infrastructure alone is staggering, even after removing state and
federal contributions. Add t o this the cost of public transportation modes and new

initiatives t o maximize the Metro expansion, and it should be clear the magnitude of
their transportation needs far overshadows that of Alexandria.
In Fairfax and Arlington a large percentage of the commercial property is owned by
absentee owners. Further, a large percentage of the commercial property is occupied
by national or regional tenants. A tax pass-through is more easily absorbed by absentee
owners and large, national or regional tenants. Additionally, businesses in our
neighboring counties have a vested interest in attracting employees that live in a
suburban context, and this greatly influences their decision t o absorb additional tax that
can improve roads, improve commutes t o Washington, DC, and attract employees.
Alexandria is not compelled in a similar manner.
Business and property owners in Fairfax and Arlington did not necessarily support an
Add-On-Tax; rather business organizations could not reach a consensus to oppose an
Add-On-Tax. Many businesses in those jurisdictions vociferously opposed the taxes, but
the interests of commuters and businesses needing transportation (particularly road)
improvements in an automobile-dominated environment outweighed other
considerations.
4. Appropriateness of Proposed Transportation Initiatives

While the business community recognizes the need for transportation improvements,
many unanswered questions exist about the type, quantity, and timing of projects that
Alexandria really needs t o serve the population, keep pace in the region, and grow the
economy.
Arlington and Fairfax are not necessarily models for the transportation solutions that
are most appropriate for Alexandria. As it currently stands, Alexandria is being asked t o
adopt and continue modes of transportation determined t o be appropriate for Arlington
whether or not such modes are economically sustainable for Alexandria, or even if they
are intended t o primarily serve Alexandria's citizens. The density of development
(allowable FAR) in such corridors as Roslyn, Balston, Crystal City, and Tyson's Corners
greatly exceed the density of Alexandria's development corridors, so there is a more
robust tax base for their transportation solutions. If City Council demonstrates and acts
on a vision t o encourage increased density along planned public transportation
corridors, then some of the more expensive transportation initiatives can be
contemplated. In the absence of such commitment, we will forever need t o rely on the
Add-On-Tax, special tax districts and excessive bonding, all of which are not sustainable.
Based on past action, the business community is not confident of Council's resolve to
grow commercial density and uses in appropriate development corridors to justify the
costs required t o create a transportation infrastructure that can be economically
sustained over the long term.

The transportation needs for the City should be given a fresh look using current data
and a forward -looking perspective. Examining the list of proposed projects in the
proposed Budget as well as the proposed list for funding under the Add-On-Tax, we find
projects that are neither critical nor able t o contribute t o the economic health and
growth of the City's tax base. Projects such as the extension of the Eisenhower Metro
platform, the tunnel between the Train and Metro stations, improvements t o bicycle
paths, pedestrian paths, and expensive improvements t o intersections are not
consistent the City's objective of "doing more with less."
With the exception of the proposed Metro in Potomac Yard, only anecdotal arguments
were presented at the budget hearings supporting the need for specific transportation
initiatives. A data-driven return-on-investment analysis should be undertaken for each
initiative. Further, the City has not produced data or convincing information t o
demonstrate that the timing of the improvements is keyed t o coincide with sufficient
levels of demand for the programs t o make them economically sustainable in terms of
contributing t o on-going operating cost and the costs for the financing of the related
bonds.
No compelling argument has been presented applying rigorous analysis and data for
adopting any specific rate for an Add-On-Tax based on the proposed list of projects and
a timeline for their implementation. Is it a coincidence that the rate proposed is the
maximum amount enabled by State Law?
5. Options
This is not a choice between enacting the full 12.5 cents outright or "being left behind"
adjacent counties, as has been suggested. There may be need-based transportation
projects that can be funded without placing the entire burden on the commercial
property owners and the business sector. Further, after a more detailed and thoughtful
analysis of real need, we believe the amount of additional funding will be substantially
less than the proposed 12.5 cents per $100. Once a reasonable funding level is
identified, then raising the necessary funds should be done fairly and equitably. Council
has the tools t o determine a reasonable funding level for demonstrated transportation
needs and t o craft an equitable funding solution that does not burden the business
community.
6. Summary and Appeal t o the City Council

The businesses represented by the Chamber largely comprise residents of the City who
own businesses and work in businesses in Alexandria, many of whom also own
commercial property.

They recognize the need for a rational, appropriate transportation policy that
reasonably supports the needs of the region, but also one that carefully considers the
unique context of Alexandria City. Modes of transportation that are appropriate for our
neighbors are not necessarily appropriate or cost beneficial for Alexandria.
They ask that all of the City's transportation projects be evaluated using a forwardlooking perspective supported by data and demonstrating efficacy, return on
investment, and measurable relief for the citizens of the City. Also, expensive road and
intersection improvements that encourage an increase in cross-City traffic or that do not
benefit its citizens should be avoided, and are not supported by the City's broad
planning objectives of creating self-sustaining centers with employment, entertainment,
living and shopping opportunities that do not rely on expensive and elaborate
transportation systems.
They reject the concept of a differential, inequitable tax that places an even greater
burden than already exists on businesses t o financially support the City, and ask Council
t o seek creative solutions that are fair and reasonable.
They request Council focus on effective ways t o attract business and commerce in our
development corridors through the types of incentives and programs adopted by
neighboring jurisdictions that can increase the tax base and help mitigate the need for
the Add-On-Tax approach.
And finally, they ask Council t o foresee the danger of a future Add-On-Tax increase in
2013, and prepare a 10 year Budget that precludes such an increase.
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Alexandria Chamber of Commerce
801 N Fairfax St
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-549-1000

THE B'EITnON

Dear Mayor, Vice-Mayor and Council Members,
We urge you to protect our businesses and promote economic growth by
rejecting any increase in the commercial property tax.
This tax is not right for our City, it is inequitable and the City has other ways
available to fund transportation projects.

Sponsored links

We believe this tax is not right for Alexandria. We are different than our
neighbors, Arlington and Fairfax County. Our neighbors have many large,
national and internationalcorporations to help shoulder the burden of
transportation costs. Our business tax base is predominantly comprised of small,
locally awned and operated businesses that subsist on narrow profit margins. To
expect small business owners to bear tax burdens in a manner similar to the way
our neighbors tax their businesses is unrealistic. It is also potentially crippling to
the businesses that foster the unique charm we have in Alexandria which is
craved by residents and promoted by the City.

TurboTax
Official website
Your Maximum
Refund
Guaranteed!

Print
-File For Free.
lyw~.~urbo~~c~m

We ask you to consider seizing the opportunity to market our City as a tax haven
for businand a more attractive option to locate a business as comparegl.to
our neighbors.
We believe this tax is inequitable. We support transportation improvements and
we are wiling to pay our fair share. However, funding these needs cannot be
!borne solely by the business community. Residents and businesses alike will
benefit from transportation improvements, and thus, the funding of such
improvementsshould result from a uniform tax rate.

'

We believe this tax is not the only tool available to the City to fund transportation
improvements. A commercial add-on tax cannot be supported by Alexandria's
small business base. A dedicated allocation of general revenue funding may be
established for transportation infrastructure improvements. You also have the
ability to issue general obligation bonds to fund transportation improvement
projects.
We ask you to consider these points carefully and protect our businesses by
refusing to impose the commercial add-on tax.
SIGN PETITION
Fields marked with are q u i d
1
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The views expressed in this petition are
solely those of the peUtion's sponsor and
do not in any way reflect the views of
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sponsor and cannot be held liable for
any damages or injury or other harm
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no adequate sponsor is named, iPeWions
will consider the indMdual account
holder with whkh the petition was
created as the lawful sponsor.
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Name: Alexandria Chamber Of Commerce on Feb 10,2011
CommntP: We represent over 860 businesses in Alexandria.
Name: Bud Miller, B P on Feb 10, 2011
2
CornMr. Mayor, City Cwndl Members: F%se listen to the voices of Alexandrians, not outside lobbyists
and professional politicians, and Mte against this unfair tax as you have so many times in the past.
Name: Chris Marston on Feb 10,2011
Comments: Just because you can tax someone, doesn't mean you shwld. The gmwth in the cost of city
gowmment has gregtly outstripped inflation, cost of living, and most other i n d i i .
Name: Laurie Wirth on Feb 10,2011
Commentr.

Your Maximum
Refund
Guaranteed!
Prepare, Print & e
-File For Free.
wmw.Turb9Tax.com

Name: Dora Adamopouh on Feb 11,2011
5
Comments: Even though Icurrentfy rent retail property, this proposed increase will have a tremendous impact
to my small business in being able to maintain affordable rental values in the future. Ifeel it is unfair to solely
tax the businessesfor an outcwne that is to e W all residents. Ether tax everyone equally, or don't tax at all.
Increased taxes will force the sbuggling small budness community to relocate to other areas that are more
supportfve of t)&m%es and will lead to even more expemhe, empty, retail slots city-wide. S i m l y , Dora
Adamopwh, 00 eyeoptometry

-

Name: Mary Longacre on Feb 11,2011
Comments
Name: Theresa Del Ninno on Feb 11,2011
Cornmenfax I fully sopport developing our transportation system but not at the cost of stunting business
gmwth by increasingtaxes for property owners.
Name: Laura Lee, General Manager Hawthorn Suites on Feb 11,2011
8
Comments: Dear Mayor, Imust participate in thii petition because we are already taxed to death and on top
of b e i i taxed to death all city utilities have increased by proportionate measures c d n g me far more than I
can afford in thii eammy. To top it a4 off, my payroll tax, unemployment tax (even though Ihaven't laid a
single associate off as long as I've been here (4yrs)) property taxes have also all gone up. Ifind it
unreasonable to expect our business to absorb the cost of spedal projects and other new items added to the
"CRy" budget. Please conslder this when voting. Respectfully, Laura Lee General Manager
Name: H. (Skip) Maginnks on Feb 11,2011
Comments: Transportationimprovements benefit the enlire City and should be funded by the entire
population, not by one co-cy.
Name: Anthony 3. SooMno on Feb 11,2011
10
Commemfax Ihave redentfy relocated my office within the city and added three new employees. All of us are
tax for my business is already larger in Alexandria than Fairfax
supporting locd business. The gross mi@
County. Addlng the new tax will make it more difficult to atbact and keep business with the city.Tony Scovazzo
Name: Melinda Sigal on Feb 11,2011
Comments:
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Name: Carl Glad on Feb 11,2011
Comments: Small businesses in Old Towne open and dose regularly. The heatt of Old Towne, King Street,
alreadv has ernutv commerical o c o ~ e ron
t ~ neartv wew biock. Additional taxes will burden small businesses in
an al&
trying economic ti&.
kindria
sh&kl e&rage
small business ownership. We are Virginians, let
Maryland tax itself to death.
IYane: Sydney Olson on Feb 11, 2011
Comments:

Name: Leslie Bauman on Feb 11,2011
Comments: Thank you b r your consideration of this petitjon!
Name: Ridc Endres on Feb 11,2011
Comments: Amen.
Name: Christine Sennott on Feb 11,2011
Commm
Name: Andrew F Palmieri on Feb 11,2011
17
Comman- It is diippdnting to see rn City Manager resorting to an anti-business solution to the City's
bamporWon needs The Chanber routinely works WRJI the City to improve its repuLation as a place to do
business, and tMs budget recommendationfor a full rate commercial add-on tax is a step in the wrong direction
for our City governme&. Ihope that the Council q n i z e s that taking the easy route of avw-taxing commercial ~ o p e r t Vowners (and as a result, their business tenants) will onlv hurt Alexandria's economy.
M o w e r , v;hik
Qty hop& to fund ban&rtation impmementi at the &nse
of Alewndria's busi'nesses,
these impmematts rrmst be maintained and operated, which will be general fund expenses in the future. Tax
hikes are coming for everyone unless we dramatically buiM the mmmerdal tax base in the City. As our
economy hopefuHy emerges from a rewssion, the City now asks those ktsinesses that have managed to
sunrive difficult tlmes to face new economic challenges. There are other choices: general revenue bonds, and
allocation of general fund dollars in conjunction with hawsing effkiendes in City Government, to name a few.
Some might even suggest an aauss4he-board tax inuease, which Ido not favor. Nearly dl would agree that
the CXv needs tra-on
infrasbucture impmvements. These imWovements will benefit residents and
bus[ne&s alike. Funding the consbudfan and mainteMnce of the& itqmvements is a core governmental
function. Iask that our Cauncil make some tough decisions about an equitable means of accompliing thii
task and reject the City Manageheasy solution at the expense of Alexandria's business community.

the

Name: David A Glazier on Feb 11, 2011
CommenW.
Name: Thomas Welsh on Feb 11,2011
Comments:
N ~ WKimberly
:
KO&I on ~ e 11,
b 2011
20
CommsnPs: As a mall b&ness owner, we've been holding on through the recession, but there's not much
left to cut. A tax increase at thii time wwld be devistating.

Name: Nancy 3. Appleby, Appleby Law PLLC on Feb 11,2011
Comments:
Name: Jody Manor on Feb 11,2011
Comments: We're really just starting to recover. Please don't squeeze small business owners to pay for
transportation pmjebs.

22

Name: Anila m
ion Feb 11,2011
Comments:
Name: Dayna Blumel on Feb 11,2011
C o m ~ .
Name: Marcia Miller on Feb 11, 2011
25
Comments: This new tax will cost jobs, kill b u s i i and increase prkes in Alexandria. Why Is City Caundl
doing everything they can to move our businesses to National Harbor?
Name: Sdy kime on Feb 11,2011
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Comments:As a citizen and small business owner, Ifirmly believe that thii tax will create an unreasonable
and umustainable burdon on the small businesses in Alexandria, many of whom continue to struggle in an
already diffkult economy.

lo omwd
andWmbJdbyAnOk

ThmksncWes,UCA

Name: Matt Whiiker on Feb 11,2011
Comments
Name: W i n e Delaney on Feb 11,2011
28
C o m e . Idon't see any justification for d ' i n t i a t i o n of cmrnerdal and residential property taxes. Raise
them together if need be, lower them together when possible, but keep them together.
Name: Rusty Dalal on Feb 11,2011
Canments:
Name: Jennifer Coffey on Feb 11,2011
Comments:

-John
Cornmen-

Altman on Feb 12,2011

Name: Tom Osbome on Feb 12,2011
32
Comments: Either we're all in thii m r , or we're not. I f the former, then a uniform tax increase on all
property would be an appropriate dution. I f the latter, then only those who stand to benefft dire- from each
project should be expecW to pay higher taxes to support it. Isee no justification that an Old Town business
like mine should be Jngled out to pay a higher tax rate than my residential neighbors for a barn impmvement
around BRAC (for example) that wifl have no direct benefit for me or my business.
Name: J. Bradfwd Albnan on Feb 12,2011
comments:
Name: Cindy Mccartney on Feb 13,2011
Comments
Name: Tom La!& on Feb 13,2011
35
Commentc To tax awnmercbl real estate is to tax small mom and pop business in the city. Landlords pass all
inmases on to us. Tom Wly Alexandria F7&y Shop and Cafe
Neme: Lawrence Singer on Feb 13,2011
36
Comments: Small brninesses have d i k s with high rents competitiw disadvantage ampared to larger
companies that have economies of scale and high real estate auk. Additionalk, we have high taxes already.
This would put us in an even more perilous pmition. Small bu*msses such as mine would have to combine
with Mher in larger to achieve eamomies of scale and uttirnatety gavwnrnent would receive less revenue. In
the short term, Ican afford to employ fewer people and pay less. Taxing business is not the way out of
government cn'=P=m.

Name: Brian Kirnmel on Feb 14,2011
37
C o m m e . I n a time where everyone is being hurt by an apathetic eamomy, the city won't thrive by placing
an unfair burden on the businessesthat so enthusiastically support it. But rather, it will drive business out,
away from Alexandria, no different than other tax dkmpancies drive both businesses and consumersto
adjamnt jurisdiction. This move will not pFaduce the desired result, but rather will reduce the base from which
the dty draws ik income. Not a wise move.
Name: John Whalen on Feb 14,2011
38
Comments: As a commefdal real estate owner in Alaxandria, Imust say that not only is Alexandria an
impossible city in w h i i to do business, with incredible beauracratk hoops to jump through to do anything in
Real Estate, NOW you want us to pay more for this aggravatbn. I f you stop spendmg money on f o d i
programs, maybe you'd have some left to run the city efficiently.
Name: Mike A n d e m on Feb 14,2011
Comments:
Name: Bill Blackburn on Feb 14, 2011
CommenEP:
Namx Donna Anderson on Feb 14,2011
Comment+:
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Name: Philip D. Weber, Director Of m
r
t
y Management - LCOR on Feb 14,2011
42
Comments Year 2006, Rate was 81.5/$100 Year 2007, Rate was 83.0/$100 (1.84% itm?ase) Year 2008,
Rate was 84.5/$100 (1.81% increase) Year 2009, Rate was 90.3/$100 (6.86% inawse) Year 2010, Rate was
97.8/$100 (8.31% increase) Year 2011, Rate will be 110.3(?)/$100 (12.78% inc.) Total increase is 35.34% in
rate alone over 5 years!!
Name: Ullian ChaoQuinbn on Feb 14,2011

Name: Mary Maghnis on Feb 14,2011
Comm%nts:Cost sharing would be more equitable, as residents, workers, and tourists all benefit from
improved transportation.

44

Name: Caren Camp on Feb 14,2011
Comments Please do not raise the taxes!
Name: Joseph F. a l u m on Feb 14,2011
46
Comments: As an owner of a small residential rental property zoned CL, thii will create a
challenge to
break even on rents that are already at the top of what is possible. Please mmlder all options before enacting
this measure.
Name:Anonynwuson Feb 15,2011
Comments.
Name: Charlie Banta on Feb 15,2011
Comments
Name: Sharon Eddy on Feb 15,2011
49
Commants: Iuse many more services as a resident of Alexandria then my business does and the tax is we*
burdensome.

Name: Shelli Vasser Gilliim on Feb 15, 2011
Comments:
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Name:Anonjmmon Feb 16,2011
51
Comments: This is a ludicrous add-on tax that will break the backs of businesses in the city. Why don't you
just cut costs woa the board to rein in the short-fall. There is so much fluff in the system that we would all
benefit by MUCH LESS waste.
Name: Christopher M. Bates on Feb 16,2011
52
Comments: We strongly agree that small businessesin Alexandria should not be expeckd to bear this
proposed additional local tax burden. Alexandria is different than its surrounding county neighbors in tenns of
the makeup of its business community, and we urge our elected offtaais to take the Chamber's advice as
outlined in this Wr/peUtion.
Name: Kyle Olwn on Feb 16, 2011
Comments:
Name: JOHN I. RENNER II on Feb 16,2011
Comments:

Name: Debotah George on Feb 16,2011
55
Commsnts: I've owned a staffing firm in Alexandria for 23 years. Ifeel Ipay more than my share of personal
property and revenue taxes - almost to the point of having to relocate during these tough times. Ido not want
to have a commercial real estate tax passed on to me from my landlord. This is a rldkuculoustax in an already
very tough job marketJbusinessdimate. r m doing all Ican to survive. Rre tried in van to get some of City of
Alexandria's staffing business - bu€it is always awarded to n a t l w l firms? After hundreds of thousands of
dollars invested her in PJexandria Csty, why am Inot being used as a valuable staffing resource? Why Is the city
not reinvestingIn the local community? Iwould h e an answer to this question. Twenty three years this year!
Debbie George Reddent QmStafRng, hc. 703-8364403
Name: Diana Sirnonton on Feb 16,2011
Cornmento: Small busfnesses are the lifeblood of Alexandria. Please reconsider this 12.5% tax increase.

56

Name: Sandra Levy, Alexandria Myotherapy, Inc on Feb 16,2011
57
Comments: Iam the co-owner of Alexandria Myothempy, Inc., a small massage practice with eight
employees. Please know that aside from being an unfair M e n on businea, this add-on tax will be a hardship
that comes at a tlme when we are already stretched.
Name: Cathy And Jay Thomas, Owners Alphagraphics on Feb 16,2011

Comments:
Name: Edward D. Hubacher on Feb 16,2011
59
Comments: I f you continue with your tax and spend ha& you will find that small businessescannot afford to
be located in the Qty of Alexandn!a. There's a reason we have so many ice cream stores on lower King Street.
Shortly everyone will find it necenary to relocate to National Harbor.
Name: Judy Mangum on Feb 16,2011
60
Commentp: Director of Finance & Adrninlshation Amedcan College of Osteopathic Surgeons 123 N. Henry St.
Name: Dennis Gods on Feb 16,2011
Commento.
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Name: Mark S. Allen on Feb 16,2011
62
Comments: This tax has no logwl connection to its alleged goal. I f bansportation infrasbucture is needed,
then everyone should be taxed, not just the select few whose properties actually generate revenue for the City
and don't require such things as schools. Thii is wbageous.
Name: CAMERINE VIERNES on Feb 16,2011
Com~ts:
Name: Rebecca Lasky on Feb 16,2011
Comments
Name: Peter Moran CEO Society Of American florist on Feb 16, 2011
65
Comments With over 400 non- profit assodations based in Alexandria almost none of us need to make our
headquarters here as It is a very expemiw area to to base operations, The add on tax to just the business
cornmunlty is not a rewonable appmach .
Name: A n i i Peine on Feb 16,2011
66
Comments: Thii would be a major imposibion on the buslness community in Alexandria, possibly one that
would make think twice about being In Alexandria instead of Fairfdx County.
Name: Audrey Boobar on Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name: OLDE M
Comments

E GEMSFONES on Feb 16,2011

Name: Anna Fiigerald on Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name:AmymoL(son Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name: Genie KOon Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name:Amnymowon Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name: Gregory L Kundinger - Homefirst Mortgage Corp. on Feb 16,2011
73
Comments: The time has come for our poMcians to consider options that are not anathema to those of us
who have made a conscious decision to locate our businesses in the City. Many of us are already struggling in
this bwiness environment. Instead of making hard deMons abwt spending wiotith, politkal leaders seek to
punish the most produdjve among us. ~e&ber, our businesses a k d y &y taxes, h
k employees who
patronize local entrepreneurs and provide the glue that allows this City to retain its vitality. Higher taxes mean
that we have to consider cuts of our own, wen as we haw ~ ~
made
K
the hard
I Y
dedsions implidt in running
a business. Irs time for the Clty to find a way to provide basic dty services while living within their budget. To
do less is to pass the poor decisions of our City leaders on to a mmunlty that is already pulling its share of
the load.
Name: Kevin R. Brockway on Feb 16,2011
74
Comments: While i agree transporta'bion and mads need improvement the commerdal entities should not bear
the burden sdely.
Name: Kathie Little on Feb 16,2011
Comments: spread the cost to all not just businesses.
Name: Bob Ku&
Comments:

on Feb 16, 2011

Name: Ekenhower Mill Properties, LLC on Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name: Usenhower Center Office Building (2121 EisenhowerAve) on Feb 16,2011
Comments
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Name: 2111 EisenhowerAwnue, LP on Feb 16,2011
Comments:

79

Name: Wellington Watts on Feb 16,2011
Comments
Name: Stephen Tarbuck on Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name: Salty Vaqwro on Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name: Dennis Greene on Feb 16, 2011
Comments
Name: Gregory Uinas on Feb 16,2011
84
Comments: Ialso believe that the Uty of Alexandria should analyze better how to support the business
community as a way to improve the business climate, environment and ability for more busiena to relocate to
this area rather than increwtng the burden of existing business.
Name: Michael Leonard on Feb 16,2011
85
Comments: It does not seem fair to place the entire burden of funding new conentirely on the
business community when the general public will benefit from bansportation infrastructure improvements as
well. Tmdng buslness may be politjcally expedient, but it does not &low for the entire sum to be raised and is
unjust.
Name: Anysia Oswald &Thomas Singer on Feb 16,2011
86
Cornmats Inawsingly, it feels like the City of Alexandria takes its irrdependent businesses for granted in
many ways, and seems not to understand how very dmcult It is to survive as a small businessThis is just one
more example.
Name: Thw Lynch on Feb 16,2011
87
Comments: &ase consider alternatives the proposed commerdal property tax inwwe. Our small business
owners cannot afford addition tax burdens Dbced on them at thls Ume in our emnomic recoverv. Furthermore.
our cornmedl property owners haw &ed
e x t i a w with their tenants throughout the pdst two years of
this economic downturn to keep their bulldings and offkes leased, otbn making comedons and compromises
to prevent their tenants from leaving and movlng their businesses elsewhere. What good are improved roads
and bamphtkm systems, I& a new metro stop at Potomac Yards, if there are significantty fewer businesses
and retail shops for consumers and m e n s to frequent?This is a slippery slope we are about to start down and
there is a very real possibility that this will push small business owners away from dolng business In Alexandria
and will haw a sevedy negative impact on our competitivenessand ability to attract and maintain a strong
mall business community so essential to ihe tmmnic engine of this great city. Please listen to our concerns
and trust the voice of your citizens whose lies depend on and this community.
Name: Camille Leverett on Feb 16,2011
Commenls.
Name: Rebecca Fertig on Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name: Ashley M
Commenls.

M on Feb 16,2011

Name: Institute For The Advancement Of Service on Feb 16,2011
91
Comments We are a small nonprofit service organhation, locabed in Alexandria since 1994. Last year our total
inwme was $107,412. In 2010,13% of our budget went for real estate taxes. Adding the 12.5 cent add on tax
would present significant hardship on our ability to sustain our community servkes, much of which are at an
affordable cmtto the dtizens of Alexandria durlng thistime of econornk challenge.
Name: Jill Erber on Feb 16, 2011
Comments
Name: William Dougherty on Feb 16,2011
Comments:

is owned
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Name: Domar Praperties, LLC on Feb 16,2011
Comments
Name: 700 N Fairfax St, LP on Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name: Bankers Square Associates on Feb 16, 2011
Comments:
Name: Linda J. Kelsey on Feb 16,2011
Comments:
Name: BNce Machanic on Feb 16,2011
98
Comments: Why are you just targeting the businesses. Idon't mind paying a bit more for bansporation issues
if they are truly necessary, but residents use our roads just as much as business does so the tax should be
levied on all, not just us.
Name: Sband on Feb 16,2011
Comments.
Name: Wheeler Center And AsocMes on Feb 16,2011
Comments:
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Name: Thomas I.
Russo on Feb 16,2011
Commemk
Name: Susan SchefRer on Feb 17,2011
Comments:
Name: Warren L. Almquist, AIA M l t e c t on Feb 17,2011
Comments:
Name: Shed Bergen on Feb 17,2011
108
Comments: Thistax on transportatfon improvements will directly affect my income NWTIVELY. Ibelleve-evervone. not lust businesses should be reswnsibk fw these knwo-.
It is antl-business and anti-tobs to
foist'this bn ttr;!many small businesses andempbyees (if ind1recUy) in Alexandria.
Name:Armpwson Feb 17,2011
Comments:
Name: Amelia R. Bennett on Feb 17,2011
110
Cornmen& I f you raise the taxes on buildinqs, my rent will inaease. Ihaw a very small business that is
d i i l t to sustain in the c u m t m o m
.. a w. a y.., and Idon't need the additfonal exwnse or mv rent
increasing. Thank you
Name: Charles K. Collum, k.on Feb 17,2011
Commsnts:
Name: a& Bavin on ~ e 17,2011
b
112
Commmtcx & a small business owner in the aty, Istrongly support this *on!
Putting additional taxes on
property owners trkkb down to tenants wtw, then carmot pass them on to their arstomersvery easily.
Inaeasing our cost of doing business doesn't make us competitve. Singling out businesses from residents is
also not fair because they use the mads just as much as Ido, if not more. And you're already taking away from
people wanUng to come to do business by puWng in additional parking meten tn badMonal2hr zones - very
sneaky and greedy Imight add. And Ithink It's naive on Coundl's part to think that Small Businesses have
huge pots of money to fork over to the Clty. Afterall we're called anall business for a reason. You're already
double taxing us by basing business licensing fees with Sales Tax included in the Gross Income Ifne. Then,
you're hltthrg us wlth Personal hoperty Tax on everything right down to our paperdlps. Idare say this new tax
wlll more than likely put a few more businesse, out of business. And then, what -you'll wind up wiUl nothing.

Small Busim
Bookkew@R
National
Resources, Local
Prices. Free
Consult with a
CPA Call Today
-.rnuad.com
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Does that seem very smart? Why not reduce City Salaries or make departmental cuts? Idon't see enough
sacrificing being done on your side of things.It seems every time there's an issue, someone proposes we need
"another tax". The buth is transportation is not a new issue. We've always had the need for transpowon,
going back to the dty's founding. So, let's nat pretend t s a a problem. It's papart of our City and it's always
evolving. Therfwe, you need to better plan and you need to figure out how to make it work with what you've
got to work with. Irs called staying within your budget. Don't just increase the budget and then expect to add
another tax to make up the d M n c e .
Name: Alex McGuinness on Feb 17,2011
Comments:
Name: Maureen Schantz on Feb 17, 2011
Comments: No more taxes!! How about cutting spending for a change? Maureen Schantz
Name: Kenneth R Schantz on Feb 17,2011
CommenW.
Name: Nancy Belmont on feb 18,2011
Comments: Resident and businen owner!
Name: Susan Elbertson on Feb 18,2011
Comments:
Name: Mna Clevemon Kaiz on Feb 18, 2011
118
Comments: Let's look for a more equitable solution please. This is too harsh for the small business, on top of
the property and business license taxes.
Name: Frank f l a w on Feb 18,2011
Comments:
Name: Jeffrey A. Tassey on Feb 18,2011
Comments:
Name: John Stephemon on Feb 18,2011
121
Comments: Small businesses are the lifeblood of Alexandria. By taxing small businesses as the economy is
starting to recover, you run the risk 04 doing serious harm to small businesses who are sbuggling to pay bills
and avoid layoffs. There are other ways to impmve transportation. But this harmful tax is not one of them.

Name:Anonmon Feb 18,2011
Commmts:
Name: David Rudy on Feb 18,2011
Comments:
Name: Chuck Martin on feb 18,2011
Comment.: No added anti-business taxes in Alexandria!
Name: John McManus on Feb 18,2011
Comments:
Name: Robert Hannigan on Feb 18,2011
126
Comments: As someone who both works and lives in Alexandria, Iagree with the asseament that our
transportation infrasucture is Inadequate. That saM, thk is a problem that affeas bath residents and
businesses and to unfairly burden businesseswith the add on tax w l negatively knpact the businesses In our
community that provide the lion's share of taxes for Alexandria. Iurge that you mnsMer alternatives to the idea
of having one group pay for something that affects everyone.

Name: Lonnie C Rich on Feb 18,2011
127
Comments: I support a uniform tax rate as the best way to govern. This really hurts small businesses most of
whom have leases with tax pass through provisions.
N a m e : m m o n Feb 18,2011
Comments:
Name: Jay AWnson on Feb 18,2011
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Comments:
Name: Michele Ward on Feb 18,2011
Comments. This increase will be devastating to small business like mine!
Name: Jennifer
Comments:

on Feb 18,2011

ipetibions is owned
and operated by Angle
Three Associates, LLC 130
A~Imaterial 0
Copyright Angle Three
m a t e s , LLC, 1998131

Name: Nancy W. Maddin on Feb 18,2011
Comments:
Name: Mary W h i i on Feb 18,2011
Comments:
Name: RC Fiields on Feb 18, 2011
Comments:
Name: Dernian Brady on Feb 18,2011
Commenb.
Name: Rob Kaufman on Feb 18,2011
136
Comments: Iam mncwned this will be economic suicide for most small businesses that will be affected.The
second important impact is that it will lower the NO1 on the wmmerdal buildings whkh will lowertheir value
and therefore thelr asessment.
NamevhmymwronFeb 18,2011
Comments: Please stop taxing us! Sincerely, Ben Uev&ro
Name: Robert L Bell, SVP Armed Forced Benefit Association on Feb 18,2011
Comments:
Name: Thomw S Patti on Feb 18,2011
139
Comments: Reject any Increase in commercial property tax. Any increased taxes will prolong the economic

m.

Name:Ammymouson Feb 18,2011
Comments:
Name: Patrick Munay on Feb 19, 2011
141
Comments: Raising taxes is the wrong answer for Alexandria's business owners and dtizens. There problem is
one of excess spending, not a la& of revenue. We canna tax ourselves to prosperity.
Name: Joseph Hadeed on Feb 19,2011
Comments:
Name: Brianna Cardiff on Feb 19,2011
Comments:
Name: Ira Peine on feb 19,2011
144
Comments: Et is important that the city of Alexandria support the local businesses and provide a financially
secure envlronrnent for their growth and well being.
Name: A J Keamey on Feb 19,2011
Comments: Ithink we shoukl first justify each project and then find funding for them based on the
justification. BulWing a fund fmm new taxes is an invitation for wasteM spending.
Name: Ruth Duty on Feb 19,2011
Comments. Please! Thank You!
Name: Andrew Orenge on Feb 19,2011
Commenb.

Name: Linda Hubbard on Feb 19,2011

1 4
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Comments:

Name: Unda Lloyd on Feb 19,2011
Commenb: he-commercial property tax that is already imposed is burdemome as it is. Iam definitely
opposed to this tax proposal. Iwould consider moving outside of the Alexandria City limb in order to lower my
tax burden.
Name: Dr Roy Heron on Feb 19,2011
CommenW I am oppose of this cummeraal add on tax
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Name: Pamela Prevar on Feb 19, 2011
Commenb: Small business in Alexandria cannot survive if the taxes increase.
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Name: DanieJle Romanetti on Feb 19,2011
Comments:
Name: Domink Latella on Feb 19,2011
Comments
Name: Valerie R Ianieri on Feb 19,2011
Commenb
Name: Dennis Belmont on Feb 19,2011
155
Commenb: II
buly appalled - this tax goes directly agalnst the council's pledge to make Alexandria more
Mendly to small businesses.
Name: Howard Thomas Hay on Feb 20,2011
Commantrs:

Name: 3effrey Cukr on Feb 20,2011
157
Comments: anyone with a masteh degree in p u M administration
~
or who has taken a basic public financing
course would make a more apwowlate recommendationin wch a case: capital imDn)vementr should be
funded with municipal bonds: i am proud to be a dtlzen of the aty of Akxa~ndriaand espedally proud of our
top bond ratings from Moody and S&P. however, these ratings we moot if we do not appropriately use them as
a tool to fund our puMk needs. revenues from taxes should be used to fund current operat[ng expenses, while
capital improvements (new schools, new librarks, new rec centers, new roads, etc) should be funded via
munkipal bonds. the City adminisbatton pats Itself on the back for having top bond ratlngs, yet has not used it
for years. rattter it has used property and sales taxes to fund all of our budgetary needs. this does not make
any sense from a publk, personal, or inves€rnent financing pesspectsve. furthermore, i dready find the burden
on budness in the aty of Alexandria to be overly onerous. i personally know firsthand of several businesses
that eaher did not choose to come to our aty or prematurely left due to these policies. anyone who sees prlme
wmmerdal properties sit empty and unused for extendd periods of time (for example, at the inksectlon of
King and Union %reek) will wonder why this is so.Alexandria already has special taxes on restaurantsand
t h e e ; comthuing to add to these bushes burdens will only drive more of them out and in the long run
reduce our revenues. If the Clty insists on targeting taxes levied on specHic groups, then it should at least
target them at those who use and benefft fmm the intended use of the additional taxes, although in this case
that too might "drive' people out of Alexandria (no pun intended) to pwchase gasdine elsewhere, since the
targeted tax would most likely be an increase on gasoli. In summary, i would like the City of Alexandria to
finally start putting its good bond ratings to work and start kulng munidpal bonds to pay for captid
impmvements, as would be recommended by anyone with a basic finance course on their resume. thank you.
Name: Mellssa Wsadch on Feb 20,2011
Comments:
Name: Luana Bassolo on Feb 21,2011
159
Commenb: As a long time Alexandria resident, Isupport small businesses and believe that is what makes
Alexandria special and unique. Il!s atso a l s o n why IIllve in Alexandria. Small businesses help Alexandria
maintain it's historical ambiance, unlike large commerdal W e chains. Keep the business tax low so mall
businesses can thrive in Alexandria.

Small Busines
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160
Name: Michelle 0. Bouma on Feb 21,2011
Coinments: Please leave the businesses in the C3ty of Alexandria alone, we have a hard enought time making
it and a tax increase could dose a lot of small businessesthat are needed by the aty of Alexandria.
Name: Cdia Ekoth on Feb 21,2011

161

Comments: My husband and Irun a small business in Alexandria that employs 15 people. This usurious tax
will negatively impact our ability to operate our business.
Name~ymam
on Feb 21,2011
Comments:
Name: Michael MacNair on Feb 21,2011
Comment.:
Name: Rlta Offer, CMT on Feb 21,2011
Comments: Employee at Alexandira MyXherapy

Name: Lisa Bakereit on Feb 22,2011
165
Comment.: Ihave worked and rwed in Alewndria for over 20 years. My business has been located in
Alexandria fur the last 10 years. Ido not benefit, in my business, from my location but enjoyed the idea of
working and living in the same community. For that matter my businesswould be easier if I worked doser to
my dient in DC In addition, Ias a ddent do not mind paying for enhanced transportation but as a business I
truly oppose this action. We need to encourage small unique business to operate and thrlw in w r
comrnu*
These entitks are the ones that provide character and community to our neighbomoods. I f we
keep this tactic we will all look like Old town and Potomac Yard, chain stores and mass marketing restaurants.
Name: William A. Monarre Jr. on Feb 22,2011
166
Comment.: We need to encourage small business, the bw gmwth of the future vs large conglomerate fur the
whole of Alexandria. Small is more 1 dhrerse business is more for dl In Alexandria.
Name: Joe Gulffre on Feb 22,2011
167
Comments: Most of the business establishments at the Trade Center are small and having d i i u l t y su~iving
this economy. Any " f e a t h e of extra expense may cause some of them to faU.DonY let these good people
down.
Name: HARRISON DANG on Feb 22,2011
Commento.
Name: James E. J a m on Feb 22,2011
Comments:
Name: George E. Kostel on Feb 22, 2011
Comments:
Name: Keith Fimian on Feb 22,2011
Comment.:
Name: John Rms on Feb 23,2011
Commenlx
Name: Michael D. Rockefeller on Feb 23,2011
Comments:
Name: Laura Machanic on Feb 23,2011
Comments:
Name: John M. Camp on Feb 23,2011
175
Comments: Too many taxes now....of all sorts. Cut the budget, cut the employees, cut the pension benefits,
cut the DASH
Name: Sam Chamberlain on Feb 23,2011
Comma*
Name: Connie Dale on Feb 23,2011
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petitions is owned
Comments: This tax would be a hardship on Small Bwinesses in throughout Alexandria and does not reflect
the spirit of supporting small and retail type business. If anythlng it is a deterrant for anyone considering a start and operated by Angle
u p or a relocation as we have done in August of 2009.Iam a member in the Chamber of Commerce and our Three Associates, LLC All matenal @I
position is not supporthre of this initiative. Many small business owners Iam friends with are outraged and will
suffer finandally which will be yet another reason to leave the sty should they already be suffering due to the
Copyright Angle Three
current economy. Look up and down King Street and count how many empty storefronts you see since the end Assodates, LLC, 19982011 - Terms of Use
of 2008. Our Oty officials do not have their finger on the pulse of local entrepreneurs.
Name: Trish Chandler on Feb 23,2011
Comments:
Name: W i Coffield on Feb 23, 2011
179
Comments: This is a sure way to turn Historic Old Town Alexandria into another mall, the only stores that will
be able to afford to do business here will be the chains. How about a sliding scale.
Name:Anonymo#on Feb 23, 2011
Comments:
Name: David Hudgins on Feb 23,2011
Comments:
Name: Jeff Erber on Feb 23,2011
Comments:
Name: Laura Francis on Feb 24,2011
183
Comments: How in the wodd do you expect reputable, desireable businesses to maintain a presence in our
town when you price them out of the already fattering market!?
Name: Joseph Corey on Feb 24,2011
184
Comments: if you are pro business, the taxes should be reduced, not increased.. I f our sales decrease, we
spend less.. I f city revenues decrease, it just raises taxes.. I f the city was run like a buslness, it would be out of
buslness!!!! Wake up.. Soon we will be driven out of business..
Name: SebastienTavel on Feb 24,2011
Comments:
Name: Mary Tavel on Feb 24,2011
Commenk
Name: Leonard Calvert 111 on Feb 24,2011
Comments:
Name: Dennis Bradshaw on Feb 24,2011
Comments: Stop thii bill!!
Name: Laura Simnmns on Feb 25,2011
189
Comments: Look at the number of vacant buildings that should be filled by small businesses. This tax will only
assure more dosings and change the complexion of the city in a negative way. Small businesses are key to
growth and new jobs. You do not want to reverse what is starting to look like a rebound for the city.
Name: Skphen A. Robinson on Feb 25,2011
Comments: We as small business owners already pay far too many taxes to do business In the City of
Alexandria. Ifeel thls would only for others out of business.

190

Name: Pamela Valenzuela on Feb 25,2011
191
Comments. Iam a small business owner, wtth my office in Alexandria, VA, and haw had to curtail
expenditures in the past few years, and would hope the sty would curtail taxes that will injure my business
further. Thank you.
Name: Robert L King, President - MSR Inc. on Feb 25,2011
192
Comments: MSR owns property at 206/208 King Street and the current taxes on the propetry are already a
signi.int burden to both MSR and f s tenant. Any NEW tax should be born evenly by all parties in Alexandria
Name: Troy Englert on Feb 25,2011
Comments: No More Taxes!!!!!!

Oppose the Commercial Add-on Tax

Name: Jay Thomas on Feb 25,2011
194
Comments: As a small business owner sbuggling to keep my business open, Icannot believe that this add on
tax is being considered. As a business that has not released any employee's over the last two years and is
bying to do the right thing by not reducing their pay, it is hard to understand how you can expect small, family
owned business to continue stay on the city with these types of taxes. Flease protect our business and my
employee's by refusing this add-on tax. Jay Thomas Owner Alphagraphii
Name: Lee McATIister on Feb 25,2011
195
Comments: The City has put me out of business, cost me my house, office and more. Many of my dients have
also gone bankrupt in the City because of red tape at the permit office and taxes out of control, favoritism and
cormptlon at City hall. Meanwhile they need to send their kids to private schools if they continue to lhre in the
city. Itell all my restaurant dients to open elsewhere and help them find spaces in other jurisdictions so they
do not get hurt by the aty
Name: Matt McKinnis on Feb 25,2011
Commentr:
Name: Linda Constantine on Feb 26, MI1
Comments:
Name: Joe Corey on Feb 27,2011
198
Comments: Don't balance your mistakes on our backs. We make less,we spend less. Plain and simple. There
comes a time when taxes will drive business away. That time has come. Business will leave or fail to come in
when confronted with an oppressive tax Program.
Name: C a b Davis on Feb 27,2011
Comments:
Name: Jill Stump on Feb 27,2011
Comments:
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Name: Jay Palermino on Feb 27,2011

Comments:Defeat the commercial add-ontax, please.
Name: Virginia Barlow on Feb 28, 2011
203
Comments: Our small businesses are on the verge of total collapse and this proposal will only cause the final
sbaw for businesses barely able to pay thelr bills. With consumers buying far less but expenses gdng up many
more businesses will dose. The dty relies on these small businesses for revenue, what will the city do when
here are no more small businessesto support it?Not the time for this at all.
Name: Cynthia Davis on Feb 28,2011
Comments:

Maneae

Business
Exmnses
Expenses Made
Easier, Smarter,
With Concum
Breeze. Get Free
Trial
lwnmm3ze F...

Name: Ben Roberts on Feb 28,2011
Comment!%
Name: Andrea Smith on Feb 28,2011
Commento:
Name:Anonymon Feb 28,2011
Cornmento.
Name: Jennifer Schwartz on Mar 1,2011
Comments:
Name: Nancy Pollard on Mar 1,2011
209
Comments: Many of us live here and have established small independent businesses to enrich the fabric of
Alewndria's central business dis&ict. We have seen commercial buildings for lease and for sale. This desbuctive
tax will make selling and renting these buildings even more dfffiurt. Institute a city sales tax on sodas and
vending machines instead.
Name:AllOnymous on Mar 1,2011
Comments:
Name: Jennifer Donohue on Mar 1, 2011
Comments: reof and busines owner in Old Town
Name: James Matthews on Mar 2,2011
212
Comments: This is a very difficult business environment for small business, businen is uniformly down. This
tax is a difficult burden to bear. It also discourages businesses fmm relocating to Alexandria.
Name: Elizabeth Todd on Mar 2,2011
Comments:

Name: Adtien Cotton on Mar 2,2011
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Comments: Ioppose any tax on nnall business. Period. I n this economy, It Is insensitiveand frankly short
sided for the City to tax us MORE. Adrien Cotton Co-Owner Fitness on the Run, UC
Name: Ben Davis on Mar 2,2011
Comments:
Name: Daniel Ryal on Mar 2, 2011
Comments:
Name: Ann ne on Mar 2,2011
217
Comments: This tax would strain a new small business like myself as well as all other small businesses! Please
reconsider other options for funding tramportatlon!
Name: Alison Lynn on Mar 2,2011
218
Comments Cut the budget instead of continuing to rake taxes like you have done for the last several years.
It is groa mismanagement.
Name: Boyd Walker on Mar 2,2011
Comments:
Name: Kenneth M. Boland on Mar 2, 2011
220
Comments While I agree these transportation improvements should be funded, Ibeikve it is unfair to put
this tax only on the back of commercial property owners only. There is no proof that commercial property
owners are contrlbutinqto the transportation needs more than any other c k e n in Alexandria. This tax is not
impmvrnents) the wmng way is just
not fair. Dolng something that need; to be done (funding transpo&n
wrong. This tax should be equally divided on all of us.
Name: William D. Camrnadc on Mar 2,2011
Comments:
Name: Abigail on Mar 2,2011
Comments:
Name: Robert Gasiewia on Mar 3,2011
Comment%
Name: Madelyn Smith on Mar 3, 2011
Comments
Name: Mark X. LaPiem, ASLA on Mar 3,2011
Comments LAPIERRE STuDIO, PLLC Landscape Architects 1212 Rince Street Alexandria VA 22314

225

Name:Anonymouson Mar 4,2011
Comments:
Name: Matt T i m on Mar 4, 2011
Comments:
Name: Mark Ahart on Mar 4, 2011
Comments:
Name: Ken Balbuena on Mar 4,2011
229
Comments A better akemathre than mislng the tax Is to reduce the commercial vacancy rate. An increase in
commercial property taxes discourages businesses from rnovlng or rdocating to the City of Alexandria. The
fewer business there are, the greater the vacancy rate is and the less successful the Alexandria Chamber of
Commerce's Try It Local" campaign is. Please do not rake the commeraal add-on tax.
Name: Monica Bell on Mar 4,2011
Comments:
Name: Timothy R. Geary on Mar 4,2011
Comments:
Name: Nina Latimer on Mar 4,2011
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Comments:
Name: Deborah Tait on Mar 4,2011
Comments:
Name: Lani Gering on Mar 4,2011
Comments:

is owned
and operated by Angle
Three Aaociates, LLC 233
All material 0
CoWright Angle Three
Associates, LLC, 19982011 -=ofuq

Name: Heidi Burkhardt on Mar 4,2011
Comments: Please say NO!
Name: 30e Waldman on Mar 4,2011
Comments.
Name: Serge And Wendy Albert on Mar 4,2011
237
Comments: W i i the monthly increases on all of the products that we use from butter, flour, sugar, meats and
fish this tax just might be the straw that breaks the camels back. We have not raised our prices since 1998 and
the rising prices ha& cut out all profit fmm our small business. Slnce we are are our own "landloW there ls
no one else to pass this tax on to except our customers and the community that we sumrt with ln-kind
donations of fdod and gift certificates. h i s is something that we do not want to do. ~eilingthe business and
moving to France sounds better and better all the time.
Name: Alexandra Khaiaf on Mar 4,2011
Comments:
Name: Michael Guiffre on Mar 4, 2011
Comments:
Name: Edward T. Brennan, Jr. on Mar 4,2011
Comments:
Name: Kristen Reamy on Mar 4,2011
Comments: NO MORE TAX!!!!!!!
Name: Joseph Egerton on Mar 4,2011
242
Comments: Ifeel certain that any add-on taxes to the small business community in Alexandria would only
further the loss of character and charm to Old Town Alexandria. We are losing quality small businesses right
and left, and any additional expense will only cause more businesses to dose. Since the beginning of 2011
there are now three quality businesses dosing their doors in Old Town: Artaatl ColIet2b1, La Muse, and now
Banana Tree (leaving March 31,2011). Banana Tree is moving to the internet because businen is so slow in
Alexandrla, and the parking has made it even worse. Be mindful that there k a ripple effect here: Other
businesses such as food establishments lose the patronage of the shop owners and employees when they
close. My observation is that spaces are filled m o w by foreigners who must Mng thdr own native food to
work because they never patronize the lunch venues, and their offerings are not really what Alexandrians and
visitors are accustomed to. You see very few of their bags on the street. If the character of Old Town furlher
deteriorates, marketing the city will become very d i c u l . There's plenty of money to be had by putting parking
meters in Del Ray. They have 14 commerdal blocks vs 18 blocks on King
and the parking there is very,
wry tight. On most days in Old Town on King Street you could park an 18 wheeler on most any block at
vanws times of the day.
Name: Dave Gimbel Signs By Tomorrow on Mar 4, 2011
Comments: Please help small businesses stay afloat to genemk revenues for Alexandria. Thank you
Name: Diane G. Murphy on Mar 4,2011
Comments: Ihave written a letter.
Name: Karl Smith on Mar 4, 2011
Commentt:
Name:Anonymouson Mar 4,2011
Comments:
Name: Ken Lopez on Mar 4,2011
Comments:

243
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Name: Laura Norfdk on Mar 4, 2011
Commtn:
Name: Nyssa Theodore, Co-owner, The Sugar Cube on Mar 4, 2011
Comments:
Name: Christopher Campagna on Mar 4,2011
Commentp: NO NO NO - Not CAT.
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Name: Charlie Undsey on Mar 5,2011
Comments:

Now!
Sponsored links

Name: Lonaine Aprile on Mar 5, 2011
Comments:

Name: Tracey Koch on Mar 5,2011
Comments:
Name: Elizabeth Farrell on Mar 5, 2011
Comments:
Name: Patrida White on Mar 5,2011
255
Comments: At a time when cornmerdal building owners are already struggling to compete with commercial
space in other counties, and to fill their properdies here by offering attractive rent rates, raidng taxes on
cornmerdal properties is exactly the wrong thing to do- if you want Alewnbia to remain a viable place to do
businas. As a commercial real estate broker, Iam painfully aware of aH the vacant commercial space in
Alexandria. Further, there have already been dective- but substantial- tax inaewes last year on some of
Alexandria's commerdal buildings. Sincerely, Patrkia L. White (Cell: 703-981-8032)
Name: Richard Dorman on Mar 5,2011
Comments.
Name: Adron Krekeler on Mar 5,2011
Comments: Tramportation is everyones issue. Everyone should pay their share.

Name: Gant Redrnon on Mar 5,2011
258
Comment%The key is to increase revenue by expanding the commercial tax base. It would not cost the City
additional funds to streamline development pmcess to encourage good development in the City.
Name: Phil McCombie - W s And Thailand Royal St on Mar 5,2011
259
Commanbx Alexandria promotes tourlsm. Tourists do not come here to look at peoples residences. They come
for the commercial/relail attractions. They need to survive. This proposal will ensure that a lot of them will not!
Find anather way.
Name: Michael K Cornish on Mar 5,2011
260
Comments The City is nidtle and diming us to death and pushing us to relocate. If you really want businesses
to move keep up thk sort of thing.
Name: Ron Caffl on Mar 5,2011
261
Comments: As a small sbuggling small business owner in the City my real estate taxes have almost tripled in
the 9 years since my move here from Arlington. Ihave faced with dedlning revenues since thii recession hit 3
years ago yet my taxes continue to increase. Thii tax will make it next to impossible for me to afford to stay in
the City to conduct business. Thii tax is would be terr(lbly inequitable and allow only big business to stay in the
Qty. I f that is the sty's objective then move forward with the tax. Iam shuggllng.
Name: Allen Schirmer on Mar 5,2011
Comments:

Small Busines
Boddree~er?
National
Resources, Local
Prices. Free
Consult with a
CPA Call Today
w.-.'=m
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Name: Denise Dick on Mar 5,2011
Comments:
Name: Margaret M i on Mar 5,2011
264
Comments: This tax will add additional tax burden to our small business base during these economic times
and cause more closures. Consider a broad based sales tax to indude all of Alexandria patrons to spread over a
larger population than just the small business base.
Name: Nina Tisara on Mar 5,2011
265
Comments: Ijust got word that yet another King Street Business, Banana Tree, is moving It's location to the
web. As the costs of doing business increase, small, independent business just can't compete. I f we lose our
unique shops, we will turn ourselves into yet another mall. Sureiy thii is not a good solution to funding our
transportation needs.
Name: Lisa Capobianco/ King Street Blues on Mar 5,2011
266
Comments: Small businesses have struggled since 2008.An additional tax would set most of us back wen
further- there has to be another way to balance the budget without further tadng small businesses- It could
a u k Domlblv wt some of us out of business. The atv dewnds on the indewndent
shos and restaurants to
.
&ate a unit&?dining and shopping destination- do not j&pardii this
Name:Afnmpmuson Mar 6,2011
Comments:
Name: Bill Tinsley on Mar 6, 2011
268
Comments: Small business drives the economy and creates much needed job opportunities. By imposing this
tax, you will stop growth and economic development. Remember to not shoot the cow that glws you the milk.
Name: Lorin S Curtt on Mar 6,2011
Commentx
Name: Kathleen Dunn on Mar 6,2011
270
Comments: I have been wanting to open a new shop in Alexandria, but w n ' t (and can't) because of the
current tax burden. M i them will just keep new businesses from opening and force many other m a l l
businemes to close their doors. Am Igang to have to mow to Canada for more favorable taxes????
Name: Leslie Nagao on Mar 6,2011
Comments:
Name: Perry Keeton on Mar 6,2011
272
Comments: Take a look at thii a year from now and realize how you have reaped what you have sown. R
shall surely be the result of an unintended, but easily prediible, arcurnstance. At that time be sure to reload
so you can shoot yowwlf in the other foot.
Name: Rhonda Smith on Mar 6,2011
CommenW.
Name: Dorothe? Oberdhan on Mar 6,2011
Comments:
Name: Vivian K. Keller on Mar 6,2011
275
Comments: Please do not raise taxes on the businesses in our community. Iam afraid that this additional
burden will cause businesses to either close or to lay off some of their employees. Ialso believe that businesses
will be forced to raise prices to m e r the tax, meaning less people will be able to afford their services or
products cawing the bwlnessesto lose revenue. The outcome will be less money in Alexandria's coffers as
businesses that dose, pay no tax; as businesses that make less money, pay less taxes.
Name: Virginia P Norton on Mar 6,2011
276
Comments: This tax will essentialty kill our small business. That will mean 5 or more people without jobs in
Alexandria.
Name: Bob Mdntyre on Mar 6,2011
277
Comments: Iam single and eat out ail of the time. When Alwndria raised their taxes Istarted going amass
W to Fairfm and Arlington to eat. With these new taxes the prices for restaurants will inwase and make my
decision not to eat, or shop, in Alexandria. My $10-$15per day is no big thing but how many others will think
the same way. This will drlve business away from Alexandria and then many open stores will be available for no
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is owned
and operated by Angle
Three Associates. LLC A~Imaterial
Name: ainton C r a m on Mar 6,2011
z78 Copyright Angle Three
Comments: Honorable Sln and Madam Council Members, The tax burden on the people and businesses are
Associates, LLC, 1998already too high. Your proposed increase is outrageous. You were elected to control costs not to tax and spend. 2011 - Tms of
Reductions in waste should occur before any new taxes. There is too much bloat in ctty government already.
Fancy offkes, 'gh tech equipment to write tickets, parking officers who ride around and leave cars running
while thev walk thelr owrweiaht bodies 4 feet to write a W e t , wasteful. Too manv Deode not doiiw their iob
but compiaining of being ove&orked. Please do not implernek thii upon pain of d*n
i
the next electitxi or
a recall actlon being taken.

renters. Thus, a Detroit style of slums will occur here in AJexandria. Check into the waste in the government
BEFORE t
his step is made. You will lose more revenue in the long run.

O

Name: Robert Frere on Mar 6, 2011
Comments:
Name: Mary Catherine Coleman on Mar 6,2011

Comments:
Name: Brian Adam on Mar 6,2011
281
Comments: Ilive in S. Arlington, one block from the Alexandria city limit. I think this tax will hurt businesses
and drlve shoppers ekewhere when Ys passed on to consumers by higher prices.
Name: Kirsten Obadal on Mar 6,2011
Comments: Please do not raise taxes on Alexandria Businesses.
Name: Mark S. Feldheim on Mar 6,2011
283
Comments: Whik I believe that the add-on tax is a valuable tool, the pmposed transportation projects do not
adequately relate to expamion of business opportunities for the commercial activities subjecl to the tax!
Name: Ramon 3. Kazanjiin on Mar 6,2011
284
Comments: Listen to the advice of Frank Fannon and do not add an addiional tax our businesses. This tax will
not only raise costs for an of us, but will also pmvide an incentive for businesses to move out of Alexandria. It
may ako contributeto the failure of some businesses during Utese diicult economic Umes. With a resulting
diminished business tax base, you will have shot yourselves in the foot. Then, do not look to resMential
pmpetty owners for the additional taxes.lust reduce the size of government and do not begin new initiabws
until better economic times.
Name: Ruline Bacaj on Mar 6,2011
Comments: This tax on small businesses does not make any sense: it will only cripple them.
Name: Susan A. Carkon on Mar 6,2011
286
Cornmento: Why are Democrat city offidals so ignorant abwt the effects of taxation? Anybody wer hear the
word incentive?
Name: Charles Varlpapa DDS on Mar 6,2011
287
CommenW. Are we not already paying enough taxes to fund a pooriy lead and poorty run government? To
add another tax to small businesses is only to tax the whole community and encwrage the uncontrolled
spending and mis- management of our tax dollars by the city government.
Name: Lee Hernly on Mar 6,2011
288
Comments: Considering that the City has a surplus from previous round of tax inueases, this is deplorable.
Name: Amy H. Glad on Mar 6,2011
Comments:
Name: Donna Rhodes Dkkey on Mar 6,2011
290
Comments: At this time when so many individuals and families are suffering economically and so many small
businesses are just hanging on, to impose this tax on Alexandria businesses will not only hurt them, but the
individuals who may need their services. Iknow tramportation is a problem in this area, but think it is
unconsdonabte to impose this kind of tax with so many businesses and families just hanging on. Iwould ask
that you table your transportation pmjeas or fund them in some other way until we all are on firmer ground
economically.
Name: R u d l Axelson Jr on Mar 6,2011
291
Comments: Icertain;y feel thii should be looked at again, the business area of Alexandria already has enough
burden to face. This tax wlll be passed on to the consumer base of citizens in A;exandria and the visiirs that a
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lot of small business depend on to stay in business!. Lets look at thii tax before we are sorry about something
before it is too late. regards, Russell Axelson l r
Name:Anonymouson Mar 6,2011
292
Commenk This is no the time to raise taxes of any kind. You might need to fix the roads, but this is not the
time to tax. The roads can wait until the economy is on better footing.
Name: Jim Karabin on Mar 6, 2011
Comments:
Name: Michael Whffley on Mar 6, 2011
294
Comments: Alexandrhns should not have to pay for a new and un-necessary metro station at Potomac Yards.
I f thii station is desired, developers of the area should pay for it and recoup their costs in sales of residential
and commerdal properties.
Name: Daniel Tangora on Mar 7,2011
Comments: Death to socialism
Name: H a m G. MKune on Mar 7,2011
296
Comments: Iurge you to reject any inuease in the commercial pmperty tax. Alexandria has far too much
empty storefronts as it is. Why would you want to contribute to more businesses leaving Alexandria? Agenda:
Alexandria had a program recently about why it is so hard to do business in Alexandria. Why make it worse?
Name: Jennifer S m i on Mar 7,2011
297
Comments: M y company has barely been able to survive in thii economy. And, r m working seven days a
week, 18 hours per day just to keep my doors open. If the city imposes one more tax, Ican assure you, with
total certainty, that Iwill move my business to another city that values and appreciates my business and the
people Iemploy.
Name: John E Frawley on Mar 7,2011
298
Comments: IRnd it very disturbing that the only solution our government representativeshas is the raising of
taxes. As a business owner who sbuggles to provkle the good health care and other benef&s to it's employees
in our current economic environment with sale down over 30 %. Hanging on to our employees and their
current benefsts cast me a $125,000.00 lon in 2010. Raislng our taxes in a down economy by $6,000.00 will
result in more layoffs. Assuming a 10% prom margin will take $60,000.00 of gross income just to pay your
proposed tax. Government needs to quit looking at the working man for solutions to your revenue short falls.
Name: Dennis Greene For Securlty Storage Company on Mar 7,2011
Comments:

Name: Cathleen Walpole on Mar 7,2011
Commenk
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Name: Darlene Kuny - American Optometric Association on Mar 7,2011
Comments:

Now!
Sponsored links

Name: Wctoria Vergason on Mar 7, 2011
302
Comments: Small businesses are buly having a d i i l t time surviving financially. All the communicty has to
do IS notlce how many long-standing businesses on King Street have recentfy dosed thee doors. This tax will
just cause more small businesses to consider dosing or moving to other locals as well as strongly d i i u r a g e
any potential new businesses fmm opening. Istrongly oppose this increase in Alexandria's commercial property
tax.

-

Name: Daniel D. Mauler on Mar 7,2011
Comments:
Name: Edward Moser on Mar 7,2011
Comments: Owner, Moser Ink. PuMications, Alexandria
Name: Heather Wright on Mar 7, 2011
Comments:
Name: Sheila Cantrell on Mar 7,2011
306
Comments: Let us not put any addiional taxes on the backs of small business community . People need jobs
and small businesses cannot afford to hire if they have addiitiofial taxes.
Name: Nadine on Mar 7,2011
Comments:
Name: Robert M. Marino on Mar 7, 2011
Comments:
Name: Gordon P Peyton on Mar 7,2011
Commentr:
Name: Paul Maloof on Mar 7,2011
Comments: Istrongly oppose the cummerical add-on tax.
Name: Eileen Warren on Mar 7,2011
CommentF. This is no time to increase spending and taxes. Cut the waste out of existing programs as
businesses have to do in tough economic times.

311

Name: Nancy H e m n , Tiffany Tavern on Mar 7,2011
312
Comments: As a King Street business owner, Ican tell you that Iam sick of all the oppressive fees and taxes
that are levied on small fdmily-owned enterprises.
Name: Patricia Green on Mar 7, 2011
Comments:
Name: Melissa Scalph on Mar 7, 2011

Pavina Taxes is
Rewarding
Use Membership
Rewards points
towards taxes easy &
convenient.
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Comments.
Name: Stacey Swartz on Mar 7,2011
Commento.
Name: Mindy Lyle on Mar 7,2011
316
Comments: Alexandria is not friendly to business or development. By imposlng an addiinal tax you further
discourage the location of businesses to our community.
Name: Derek Bentoff on Mar 7,2011
Comments:
Name: Michael Meyers on Mar 7,2011
Comments:
Name: Jack Ponton on Mar 7, 2011
Comments:
Name: Bob Tetu on Mar 7,2011
320
Commento. This is absolutely ridiculous. Our small business don't need to be taxed anymore. Further, in tlmes
of recession, you cut spending, not raise taxes.
Name:Anonyrowon Mar 7,2011
Comments:
Name: Leslie R. Pidtem, M.D. on Mar 7,2011
Comments:
Name: Linda Btythe on Mar 7,2011
Comments: I n this economy no new taxes should be imposed especially the commercial add-on tax.

323

Name: Rob b i r d on Mar 8,2011
Comments:
Name: Barak Campbell on Mar 8,2011
Commentf.
Name: Dan Keslar on Mar 8,2011
Comments: Resident, Alexandria.
Name: Peter D. Dundas on Mar 8,2011
Comments:
Name: Beth Stevenson on Mar 9, 2011
328
Comments: My husband is a small business owner - but, not in the Alexandria area. Ican tell you, most small
businesses are hanging on my a thread right now. This tax is an unfair burden for them to have to shoulder.
Name: Dave Abdo on Mar 9,2011
Comments:
Name: Alvin Boone on Mar 10,2011
Comments:
Name: Eric Fihgerald on Mar 12,2011
Comments: This bunch of liberals will likely vote yes and spend more money, however Ivote n
Name: Michael Donohue on Mar 12,2011
Comments: No more taxes
Name:Anonymomon Mar 12,2011
Comments:
Name: Eugene B McDaniel on Mar 12,2011
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Commenb: oppose any additional tax
and ooerated bv Anole
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LL? Name: Nancy R. Jennings on Mar 12,2011
335
All material @
Commenb: Do not increase our bond debt for huge projects4.e. Potomac Yard metro station or an HOV
Copyright Angle
Thrre
ramp onto Seminary Road-that do not SOLVE our present transportation problems.
M a t e s , LLC, 1998Name: Shirley Carey on Mar 12,2011
Commenb:
Name: Connie Wikox on Mar 12,2011
Comments:
Name: Mka Davis on Mar 12,2011
Comments.
Name: Mike Engd on Mar 12,2011
Comments: Does Alexandria still have a stand alone M A rating without the tax? Then art spending on
amenities.

339

Name: Jcsephine Huang on Mar 12,2011
340
Comments: objection. thii would kill the m a l l businesses and damage to the National b m y . Josephine
huang
Name: Curtis Morehead on Mar 12,2011
341
Comments: As a partial owner of a high tech indusby, Istrongly oppose any new taxes on business. The
W n g taxes are already oppressive enough that we are sbongly considering a relocation plan to an area that
is more businen friendly. Thls existing tax structure favm restaurants and low end retail establishments over
the technology indusbies that hold more promise for the future of Alexandria's long term growth. These taxes
and the abysmal parking situation, place a signiRcant burden on our employees, our clients, and our business
as a whole. Any a d d i i l taxes levied will ensure that we fast back our relocation plan and take our jobs with
US.

Name: Carlos Cecchi on Mar 12,2011
Commenttx
Name: James Denington on Mar 12,2011
Cornme*
Narne:Anonymon Mar 12,2011
344
Comments: Lousy economy, fewer people coming to Old Town, empty store fronts, new metered parking on
the 100 and 200 Modc of lower King St. and now thii new tax. Really? What other burdens will small businesses
be asked to endure?
Name: Katy Canna* on Mar 12,2011
345
Comments: Ithink this would be the deaU~knell for getting developers to include some retail in their
developments. They would know that findnig tenants for small shops, as opposed to big box operations, would
be impossible. Yet neighbors and occupants of new pmpecties see this retail as a benefit. We like unique shaps
better than we like national retailers and big box stores.
Name: John E. Cole on Mar 12,2011
Comments:
Name: Catherine Conoran on Mar 12,2011
Comments:
Name: Chrktopher St Pierre on Mar 12, 2011
CommenW
Name: Richard Totoiu on Mar 12, 2011
349
Comments: Our Mom and Pop business - Studio Antiques - has been in Old Town for almost thirty years. Last
year was the worst year we have had in the last 25 years. Fully half of the antlques businesses and half of the
local art galleries have dosed in the last three years. We are barely hanging on - this is not the time to impose
new taxes on small business.
Name: Kevin Flood on Mar 12,2011
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Commenb: What kind of loop-hdes exist for BIG business?As a small business owner, Istruggle to stay in
business now.
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Name: Aida Fekir on Mar 12,2011
Comments:

Now!
Sponsored llnks

Name: Jennifer Russell on Mar 12,2011
352
Comments: Having been a former business owner crushed by state and city taxesI Ican attest that small
businesses cannot with e n d any additional tax.
Name: Lmes Egnew on Mar 12,2011
Comments:
Nsme: Maureen PlcHugh on Mar 12,2011
Comments?
Name: Marsha H. Murphy, B A on Mar 12,2011
Comments?
Name: Mara Weis on Mar 12,2011
Comments: Outrageous. I strongly oppose thk
Name: Dr. 7imothy Cwcoran on Mar 12,2011
357
Comments AlemndrSa City is becoming increasingly W l e to small business with multiple layers of taxes
imposed upon business owners. By refusing to impose the additional commercial add-on tax, that will send a
message that the Clty values small businesses in the community.
Name: Brendan Corcoran on Mar 12,2011
Comments: Please stop.
Name: Mark Men on Mar 12,2011
359
Comments: Just because our City Council has the authority to pass this tax doesn't mean they should.
Instead, if they want to raise taxes for bansportation issws, they should show some polltical courage and raise
taxes on all segments of the taxpaying popubtion. Unless, of course, some prePer seeing more vacant
storefronts and office buildings along King Street. This tax d i i a fundamental misunderrtandlng of whars
going on In the world today. Please don't do this to the C i IIwe.
Name: Timothy Clune on Mar 12,2011
Comments:
Name: Dianna Tafazoli on Mar 13,2011
Comments:
Name: Dave Nelson on Mar 13,2011
Comments:
Name: Eka Lee on Mar 13,2011
Comments: Do not tax small businesses!
Name: Waiter R. Lee Jr on Mar 13,2011
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Comments:
Name: W~lliamV. Brierre, Jr. on Mar 13, 2011
Commenk
Name: Barbara Toliver on Mar 13, 2011
Comments Iam a small business owner, and we are taxed enough.
Name: Yvonne Williams on Mar 13, 2011
Comments:
Name: Man C. Smith on Mar 14, 2011
Comments
Name: Annette Antonelli on Mar 14.2011
369
Comments: I have a spa on Patridc Street and Iam BARELY hanging on through this emnomy as it is. Iwon't
be in business if my expenses inaease. Thank you. AA
Name: Craig Romm on Mar 14,2011
Comments
Name: David W Haarh on Mar 14,2011
Comments:
Name: Mark Tomeucci on Mar 14,2011
372
Comments: Advantage SCI strongly supports this petition to reject increasing the mmrnerical property tax.
Advantage SCI, L C supports Alexndtia businesses and does all that it can to help pmrnote business within
Alexandria.
Name: Casey Stwrffer on Mar 14,2011
CommentP:
Name: Frederkk Krambedc on Mar 14,2011
374
Comment9. Iam a resident of Old Town (810 Cameron Street) and Isee f i r too many businesses dosing
down on King Street. It is the quality of these businesses that makes Old Town worth llving in. Ibelieve that
shiWng tax burdens from residents to businesses is against the long-term interests of residents.
Name: CATHLEEN CURTIN on Mar 14,2011
375
Comments: Please protect the small business owners of OM Town by rejecting an increase In comm'l property
tax. Respectfully Catheen Curtin AIA Cathleen Curtin Architects PLC
Name: Lauen Catts on Mar 14,2011
Comments: No new taxes!
Name: Lorraine Barnes on Mar 14,2011
Comments.
Name:Anonymouson Mar 14,2011
Comments
Name: Jodi Casamo on Mar 14,2011
Comments: Ioppose the add on tax.
Name: Sean McEneamey on Mar 14,2011
Comments NO!
Name: Troy A. Maisel on Mar 14, 2011
Comments:
Name: Roger K. Bohr on Mar 14,2011
Comments
Name:Anonymouson Mar 14,2011
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and operated by Angle
Three kodates, LLC Name: Tom Russo on Mar 14,2011
384
All material @
Comments: Now is not the time to put exba b u r d w on small businesses which are the backbone of the
Copyright Angle Three
community. Thank you.
M a t e s , UC, 19982011--ofuse
Name: Joseph E. Davis on Mar 14,2011
385
Comments: Remember what King Street looked like back in the late ' w e a r t y '70s?Thai3 what your ewrinaeasing taxes will do to "my"Old Town. Iencourage the Mayor, City Administrator and City Council walk King
Street together from the waterfront to Metro and count the number of vacant stiorefronts. Then go to National
Harbor and count theirs. Alexandria needs to refocus itself on business initiatives, not soda1 giveaways. I f not,
then one day soon those in leadership position are going to wake up and ask "Where'd everybody go?"

Comments:

Name: Stephen Uoyd on Mar 14,2011
Comments:
Name: Tommy Andrews on Mar 15,2011
Comments:
Name: Jim Undsay on Mar 16, 2011
388
Comments: We are considering moving out of the city due to the heavy tax burden. This might confirm our
decision. Please do not add thistax. Jim Lindsay Adult Companion Care, Inc.
Name: Tim Egan on Mar 16,2011
Cornmento.
Name: Victor S. P a m on Mar 16,2011
390
Comments: As a business property owner in the dty of Alexandria, Iask that you reject any attempt to
increase commercial property tax. Our business, which is larglely dependent on discretjonary spending, has
been hard hit hard by the economic downturn. We've had to trim costs and reduce hiring as our revenues have
contracted. Any increase in operating costs will hurt our businessseverely.
Name: Rose Gentile on Mar 17,2011
391
Comments: Iam against any increase in cornmerdal property tax. A lean mean government should be the
focus.
Name: Edward G. Abramson, M.D. on Mar 18,2011
392
Comments: This tax will place an additional burden on our medkal practice whkh is already under severe
sbain because of M i n i n g reimbursementand increased regulation. Once again the dty is trying to increase
their revenues on the backs of dthem already over taxed in this Ume of economic stress. the city needs to cut
expases and undergo belt tightening like everybody in the private sector. Alexandria has always been over the
top in it's tax policy, and need to hold off on some of it's funding proposals.
Name: Todd ~ e a on
k Mar 18, m i l
Comments: Iam-outraged! Small business can not continue to surdrve these rent inawses. The add-on &will be wssed on to the small businessowner. Ihave alreadv received a letter indkatlna such from mv
landlo&. City Coundl needs to stop gouging the small b u s i n k and residents of ~lex&dria.Todd and Laraine
Healy Gallery Lafayette
Name: Todd Healy on Mar 18,2011
394
Comments: Iam wtraged! Small business can not continue to survive these rent inaeases. The add-on tax
will be passed on to the small business owner. Ihave already received a letter indkatb-ig such from my
landlord. Clty Council needs to stop gouging the small businesses and residents of Alexandria. Todd and Laralne
Healy Gallery LafayeUe
Name: &ian Quinlan on Mar 18,2011
Comments Bring spending down to pre-2000 levels.
Name: Kent Baake on Mar 19, 2011
Comments: no taxes
Name: Roger Vasilas on Mar 19, 2011
Comments:
Name: Ken McLain on Mar 19,2011
Comments: Concur with petition.

Oppose the Commercial Add-on Tax

Name: Kate Schlabach on Mar 20, 2011
Comments Wth the incmsed meter charges and the addition of the frequently non-functioning meter
machines we have already experienced a decrease in business. Now with the extra burden of the add-on tax
who knows how many of us &ll be able to hang on.
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Name: Len Brevik on Mar 21,2011
401
Comments: We are a non-profft assadation that owns a building in Alexandria, VA. This is a significant
increase that small businesses and non-profits will have a hard time paying. Look at budget Nts before
slamming your business community with a tax increase on top of a bad economy. Vote no for this tax increase!
Len Brevik
Name: Judy Bradt on Mar 21,2011
402
Comments: I'm signing this both as an Alexandria business owner In my own right and also as a part-time
employee of Sporhck In Alexandria.
Name: David Cunie on Mar 21, 2011
403
Comments: This tax is an assault on the policy infrastructure that support the development of businesses in
Alexandria. This tax will drive business further into the suburbs of Vlrginia and hinder the mnpetibenes of
Alexandrian businesses.
Name: Myriam Souaya on Mar 21,2011
404
Comments: Ptease don't hurt small businesses that pmvide jobs in our community. Profit margins for most
businesses are well below 10 percent. Increasingtaxes means by deflnitlon that most businesseswill haw to
transfer the finandal strain to consumers in order to stay open, and in turn thii will result In less business and
less income for people who work, live and pay Goces in Alexandria. A tax increase as e r n e as thii one will
cripple small businesses in Alexandria and hurt the tourism economy. Please find a way to M b u t e the
financial mt of impmved transoprtation In a more equitak way. Small businesses should and will be willing to
contribute, but they can't M p if they can't stay in business.
Name: Elias Souaya on Mar 21,2011
Cornmento:
Name:Amynw&on Mar 21,2011

Comments:
Neme:Anonymo1Ison Mar 21,2011
Comments:
Name: Daniel Kozak on Mar 21,2011
Comments:

Name: Josh Hecht on Mar 21,2011
Comments:
Name: Adair Lindsay on Mar 21,2011
410
Comments: To Whom It May Concem, Iwork and play in Alexandria. My rock dimMng gym, Sportmck, will
u n d o u have
~ to increase monthly dues (again) if the 12.5 cent add-on tax for commercial properties is
implemented. Please do not punish small, farnilyimned businesses with this add-on tax! Sincerely, Adair
Lindsay, MS, RD
Name:Anonynw&on Mar 21,2011

Comments:
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Name: Jason Montecahro on Mar 22,2011
Comments
Name: James Anastasion on Mar 22,2011
413
Comments: To continue and continue to tax businesses and individuals is no solution to m v e r y from an
economic downturn. IndMduals have less income to spend and businesses lose profit margin while attempting
to compete with other near by businessesthat may I& have the same tax burden. The on% solution is to lower
the tax burden to spawn an increase in consumpbon while simultaneomty lowering government spending and
costs.
Name: Natalie Chin on Mar 22,2011
Cornmento:
Name: David Burleson on Mar 22,2011
Comments:
Name: N i i Peterson on Mar 22,2011
Comments:
Namegnonymouson Mar 23,2011
Comments:
Name:Anonpotson Mar 23,2011
Comments:
Name: Genie KOon Mar 23, 2011
Comments:
Name: Kyle Higgins on Mar 23,2011
420
Comments. Wlth wety other business boarded up looking for lease holders, you think that raising taxes in a
reces*on would be anathema, but there you go anyway. We are a small buslness looking for space and are
seriously thinking of moving to aamnplish because of the tax dirnate. Just another nail in the mffln. If you
want Old Town to look like a sbip mall in Manasas, mission accomplished.
Name: Anthony Sewell on Mar 24,2011
Commento. NO MORE TAX INCREASE
Name&wnymous on Mar 24,201 1
Comments: As a 27-year resident of the city, Isupport this petition.
Name: Oliia Swanson on Mar 24,2011
Comments
Name: Michelle Fatwic on Mar 24,2011
Comments:
Name:Anunymouson Mar 24,2011
Comments:
Name:Anonymouson Mar 24,2011
Comments
Name: Ruben Duqw on Mar 24,2011
Comments:
Name: James Phibpy on Mar 24,2011
Comments.
Name:Anonymouson Mar 24,2011
Comments:
Name: POTIER on Mar 24,2011
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jpetitiom is owned
Comments: Iam strongly oppose to this non sense tax which unfairty target the m a l l businesses. the city can
start saving money by removing the FREE RIDE AND HIGHLY WLLllTING TROLLEY. thus helping the DASH out and operated by Angle
Three Associates, LLC of ik financial troubles. marie
All material @
Copyright Angle Three
Name:Anonymouson Mar 25,2011
431 Assodates, LLC, 1998Comments:
2011 - Terms of Use
Name: Cesar A. Orantes on Mar 25,2011
Comments: NO increase to the commercial property tax.

432

Name: Michael & Dana Rehwaklt on Mar 25,2011
Comments: Most of the council & mayor are out of amtml. Only know how to add, never subtract.

433

Name: Michael & Dada Rehwaklt on Mar 25,2011
Comments: not the way to h g businessto Alexandria or keep them here.

434

Name: Terrie A. Clifford on Mar 26,2011
Comments:
Name: Sarene Cullen on Mar 27,2011
Comments:
Name: Aaron Lelbowh on Mar 27,2011
Comments:
Name: Peter E. O'Lenk on Mar 27,2011
Comments:
Name: Roman Knysh on Mar 28,2011
Comments:
Name: Dr. Daniel E. Cassidy on Mar 28,2011
Comments: general o b l i o n bonds are the responsible way to raise funds for long term capital invesbnentsin transportation infrastructure. Make the dty business friendly, not business hostile.
Name: Jessica Hill on Mar 28, 2011
Comments:
Name: JAYS SEDAN SERVICE on Mar 29,2011
Comments:
Name:Amymomon Mar 29,2011
Comments:
Name: Chrktian Bowers on Mar 30,2011
444
Comments: Much of the "improved" transportation which this proposed tax on w r (largely small) businesses
will be used to fund will largely benefit persons passing through our community and not actually stopping and
contributing to ik economic prosperity. Moreover, the tax will be an impediment for Alexandria's a M l i to lure
new businesses to our community. For these reasons, Icannot support this proposed add-on tax.
Name: Margaret Ano on Mar 30,2011
445
Comments: Ibelieve Alexandria va Is not like Arlington or fairfax county. We are definitely as large consider
how many High schools wed have 1.we do not have military bases here or Airports. What we have are too
many places in the city where the rent for a dam 1 bedroom apt is over 1,000 a month. Most of the time
utilities are not included. Alexandria does not need to keep up with anyone. My opinion is the City only cares
about getting money fmm anyone and dores not car how they get it. The City needs to learn compassion and
consideration or else we could end up in a ghost town because no one can afford your steep prices. Why do we
have a depressdon because you all are just too dam greedy to stop rasing prices. The city might learn a few
lessons if they were homeless or ever has been. That goes for Cky Mayor, Manager, aty CounciJ and all the
d i i n Chiefs to boot
Name: Williiam Mley on Mar 30,2011
Comments:
Name: Gretchen Lisa Chdlson on Mar 30,2011
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Comments:
Name: Shara Posner on Mar 31,2011
Comments:
Name: Laura Lohman on Mar 31,2011
Comments:
Name: Mara L Territo on Mar 31,2011
450
Comments: Please do not raise the commerdal add-on tax. Retail shops in Old Town have it tough too in
aese hard econonmic times, please look elsewhere to raise money or spend less money. The parking meter
increase last year really hurt business and customers still have that fresh in their minds and it still impacts
business negatjvety-do we really need another hi?
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Name: Pat Dunn on Mar 31,2011
Comments:

Now!
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Name: Meshelle Armmong on Mar 31,2011
Comments:

!!!mm?

Name: Cathal Armsbong on Mar 31,2011
Commentr:

Business
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NameAmqnmson Mar 31,2011
Commantr:

-

Name: Ab Emam WebDweloprnentGmup.com on Mar 31,2011
Comments:

Concur.comlBreaze F ..

Name: EVELYN G. FREEMAN on Mar 31,2011
Comments
Name: Susan Grandgeorge on Mar 31,2011
Comments: Taxes are paged on to us according to our lease. W i w r large area of space, this wwkl
present a huge inuease at an economk time that finds all small businesses struggling. Joe Theismann's
Restaurant

457

Name: Reg Brown on Mar 31,2011
Commentc Seven Year Alexandria Resiint. We Can Meet Our Needs a Better Way.
Name: Michelle Poteaux on Mar 31,2011
459
Comments: The weight should not be solely placed on the business community located in the city of
Alexandria. This is a beneftt to all and should be paid for by all, not by a small grouu! The higher taxes to
businesses will result in an inwitable increase toseovera~
c&kr
&, busin& kilures oraompanies
dedding to go ekewhere. Istrongly urge you to reconsider making this not just our burden, but everyone's.
Name: Vernon Grandgeorgeon Mar 31,2011
460
Comments: Many smal businesses pay this tax as pass throughs on their lease as Ido. A tenlble time for
small business to take this hk.
Name: Dina Katsev Igoe on Mar 31,2011
461
Comments: Imite to you today as a small business owner in Old Town, Alexandria. Ihave owned and
operated, Apple Seed, a maternity and baby store for five years now. Istrongly oppose the commercial add on
tax (CAT). This tax wlll significanly inour property tax bill. Thii tax does not encourage businesses to
grow and hurts us during a tough economic period. CAT also discourages small businesses from coming to
Alexandria and doesn't help them stay open. It would unfairly pbce the burden on sarnll business rather than
spreading the cost. CAT is not the only option that state l e g i i r e has given the City to fund transportation
pmjebs. PIease consider this matter seriously. Thank you. Dina Apple Seed www.appleseedboutlque.mm 703-

535-5446
Name: SueAnne Sobert on Apr 1,2011
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Comments: Please do not fund the transportation budget on the backs of small business. After struggling and
surviving the recent recession, this is counter-productive and unfair.
Name: Anne Cook on Apr 3,2011
463
Commenb: Iagree with the sentiments expressed in this letter, most of all because of the inequity of the cost
burden. All who wUI benefit from bansportatlon improvementsshould share the expense. A modest increase in
all taxes levied, to be ended when this pmject has been fully funded, i.e. temporary assessment, is one option.
Historically low interest rates make borrowing another option worth considering.
Name: Amanda Lasker on Apr 4,2011
464
Comments As owner of Gossypii Shopo and 3 properties - commemal - in old town, Isupport this petition
Name: Shannon McGahey on Apr 4,2011
Commentp:
Name: J. Andrew Simmons on Apr 6, 2011
Comments:
Name: Eileen Cmss on Apr 6,2011
~ small businessn
that can not afford
y thk addiinal tax.

mmmemw ~

Name: (iag Shirley on Apr 6, 2011
Comments:
Name: Thomas Booth on Apr 7,2011
469
Comments We are a small business and are already taxed to death. Anythlng that discourages business in
this economy is a danger to jobs, the economic foundation to our society.
Name: Bill Blackburn on Apr 8,2011
Comments:
Name: Robert Stalder on Apr 10,2011
Comments:
Name: Kim m s on Apr 11,2011
472
Comments: With w many small businesses in Alexandria struggling, this Add On Tax would only make it more
d i i l t It is a tax on small businesses and sends the message that businesses are not welcome in Alexandria.
Name: Kate McMahon on Apr 13,2011
Cornmenb:

Name: Anthony Hughes on Apr 13,2011
474
Comments We own glynn jones salon and spa 720 king street in the last 7 years we have gone from 3 to 30
employees and have worked hard to build our business it is so hard for us to pay the real estate taxes already
and this new tax is just unfair and wrong alexandria is the most unfriendly place to do business
----------------

Name: Michael Willirnann on Apr 15,2011
7 5
Commenb: i'm about to open my first store in old town and hope this type of burden on m a l l businesses is
not typical.
Name: Pierre Abushaaa on Apr 15,2011
476
Comments: It is unfair that Businesses take on 100% of the funding burden for these specific transportation
projects.
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